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EDUCATION
WITH IMPACT
Duke Law students
tackle international
human rights
challenges
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Our new Judicial Center
will strive to maintain the
historically close and
productive relationship
between the academy
and the bench.
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CENTER TO SPONSOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS, INCLUDING MASTER’S DEGREE FOR JUDGES
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UKE LAW SCHOOL has established
a new Center for Judicial Studies and
a master’s degree in judicial studies to
address a need for advanced educational
opportunities for judges and to support
scholarly research on judicial institutions
and judicial decision-making.
The center takes advantage of the
strength of the Duke Law faculty in judicial studies as well as empirical studies,
the study of institutions, international and
comparative law, public law, legal strategy,
and law and economics. The center will
sponsor conferences, symposia, educational
programs, and publications on a range of
topics relating to judging and the judiciary,
and will draw faculty from other schools and
departments at Duke University as well as
distinguished visiting instructors from other
institutions to teach and participate in programs and events.
Developed in close consultation with
Dean David F. Levi, who served as Chief
United States District Judge for the Eastern
2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\SAc[[S` 

District of California prior to his appointment as dean in 2007, the center also aims
to bring judges and scholars together to
strengthen relationships and collaborate on
research efforts that will beneﬁt the legal
profession as a whole.
A core component of the center is a new
master’s program in judicial studies, which
will be open to an inaugural class of 10 to 15
judges entering in the summer of 2012. The
program will examine the history, institutions, and processes that shape the judiciary
and affect judicial decision-making. Program
directors aim to admit several judges from
foreign countries to facilitate comparative
study of a variety of judicial systems.
“As a former judge who is now part of a
great academic law school, I see tremendous
beneﬁts in bringing together thoughtful
judges and scholars to study judicial institutions in the light of academic research
considered through the lens of day-to-day
experience,” said Levi. “Whether it is judicial independence, efﬁciency, bias, the selec-

tion process for judges, the use of judges
or juries to decide certain cases, the use
of specialized courts, or the attainment of
justice — these are topics of great national
and international interest. They ultimately
address a society’s conﬁdence in its dispute
resolution procedures as well as its commitment to certain values.”
The center is directed by Jack Knight,
Duke’s Frederic Cleaveland Professor of
Law and Political Science and a renowned
expert in the study of judicial institutions,
and Mitu Gulati, a professor of law who
is widely recognized for his expertise and
innovative research on the measurement of
judicial behavior.
“This is an especially exciting program,”
said Knight. “This center will facilitate new
and important research on the underlying
questions about how judges and judicial
institutions work in the United States and
throughout the world. At the same time we
will be seeking creative and innovative ways
of employing scholarly research in the practi-
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cal tasks of enhancing actual judicial practice
and fostering the rule of law. The study of
judicial behavior and judicial institutions is a
dynamic, interdisciplinary ﬁeld that marries
the traditional approaches of legal scholarship with contemporary approaches in the
social sciences. Duke has established leadership in these areas both because of the expertise and strength of our faculty and because
of Dean Levi’s insight into how the academy
and profession can support and learn from
one another in ways that beneﬁt all of us.”
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The center will focus on two core areas of
programming: scholarly study of the judiciary and educational programs for judges.
As an incubator for innovative scholarly
research on the judiciary, the center will
host academic conferences on topics related
to judging and judicial institutional design.
These programs will build upon the success
of earlier Duke Law scholarship and conferences, including a February 2009 %VLF-BX
+PVSOBMsymposium on “Measuring Judges
and Justices” and a September 2009 conference on “Evaluating Judging, Judges, and
Judicial Institutions,” funded by the National
Science Foundation. These conferences
brought together scholars and judges to discuss current research on the judiciary and to
develop ideas for new research.
The center also will fund graduate fellows
and visiting scholars who undertake original
research projects with special relevance to the
judiciary. A web-based journal is planned to
disseminate research on the judiciary, report
on conference proceedings, and provide a
forum for discussion and comment.
In addition to its scholarly efforts, the
center will provide a slate of educational
programs for judges. The master’s degree
in judicial studies will be the only graduate
degree program devoted to the education of
judges at a major U.S. law school. Offered
over two intensive four-to-six week sessions
in two summers, the program aims to help

8/199<756B
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judges better understand the institution
of the judiciary, judicial systems around
the world, and current research on judicial
decision-making.
“There is a need and demand for such
a program,” Levi said. “It allows judges to
contribute to and learn from a growing body
of work on judicial institutions, and it permits scholars to beneﬁt from the analysis of
their ideas and research by experienced and
self-critical judges. Judges who have a better
understanding of how judicial systems operate and what the consequences of judicial
behavior are will be in position to be better
judges and better court administrators.”
Core courses include Empirical Research
Methods, Statutory and Constitutional
Interpretation, Comparative Courts, Legal and
Judicial Institutions, and Judicial Writing.
“This program offers the chance to examine the performance of our judicial institutions and reﬂect on the judicial decisionmaking process,” said Judge William H.
Pauley III ’77, a United States district judge
in the Southern District of New York and a
senior member of the Duke Law Board of
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Visitors. “As a trial judge in the trenches, I
believe this is a great way to foster interaction between the judiciary and the scholars
who study it.”
For judges whose court dockets may not
allow for a full eight weeks in residence,
Duke will offer a certiﬁcate in judicial studies for four weeks of course participation in
the master’s degree program. Shorter, more
targeted, continuing education programs
also will be offered, including seminars on
topics of rapid legal change or areas that
require a high degree of specialized knowledge such as international law, human rights
law, global ﬁnancial markets and regulation,
and international arbitration.
“Duke’s new Center for Judicial Studies
will play a key role in maintaining the
competence, integrity, and independence of
judiciaries, which are essential in democratic
societies,” said Judge Anthony Scirica of the
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit.
A former chief judge for the Third Circuit,
he also is a member of the Duke Law Board
of Visitors. “The center will contribute to the
rule of law worldwide, as judges from many
countries will participate in the course of
study. By fostering dialogue between judges
and law professors, the center will also build
important bridges between the judiciary and
the academy.” [
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NEW ENDOWED professorship
honors the late Professor Robinson O.
Everett LLM ’59, a revered faculty member
who taught at Duke for more than 51 years
and inspired thousands of Duke Law students and alumni with his kindness, his
service to the law and legal profession, and
his devotion to Duke Law School.
To date, more than $2.5 million has been
raised to fund the professorship. Leadership
gifts were provided by the Kathrine
Robinson Everett Charitable Trust, established by Everett’s late mother and longtime
law partner, and by David D. Noble ’66.
The Duke Endowment’s Strategic Faculty
Initiative contributed matching funds of
$1.25 million to the chair, which will support a distinguished legal scholar who
also will teach classes for Duke University
undergraduates. Dozens of other graduates
and friends also contributed to the professorship, including all living past and present deans of the Law School.
A senior judge of the United States Court
of Appeals for the Armed Forces and a leading authority on military law and justice,
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Everett taught classes in military justice,
criminal law, sentencing, and criminal procedure. He died in 2009 at the age of 81.
“We are grateful to the many donors and
organizations who have helped to make this
professorship possible,” said Dean David F.
Levi. “This professorship will allow us to
recruit and attract faculty of the highest caliber, who will carry on the traditions of excellence in teaching and service that Professor
Everett modeled so capably and generously.
I can think of no better way to honor him.”
It is appropriate, observed longtime
colleague William A. Reppy Jr., that the
charitable trust named for Everett’s mother,
one of the earliest women graduates of the
University of North Carolina School of Law,
is now a leading donor to the Everett chair.
“As the Duke trustee of the Kathrine
Everett Charitable Trust as well as one who
knew Professor Everett’s mother, I am conﬁdent that she could not have imagined a
more appropriate means of applying trust
funds to beneﬁt Duke Law School than
the funding of the chair honoring her son,
Robinson,” said Reppy, the Charles L.B.

Lowndes Emeritus Professor of Law. “And as
a friend of Robbie’s, I am personally pleased
to be part of the process of funding this signiﬁcant [professorship] to memorialize the
late, great friend of Duke Law.”
The matching funds from The Duke
Endowment’s Strategic Faculty Initiative,
established as part of a $40 million gift to
Duke University in 2008, advance the Law
School’s goal of adding law faculty who will
participate in the larger life of the University
as well as the Law School.
“The Duke Endowment is proud of its
longstanding partnership with Duke Law
School,” said Neil Williams ’61, chairman of
the Endowment’s board. “In his Indenture,
James B. Duke speciﬁcally directed support for the school, and that legacy continues today. It is particularly appropriate
to remember Robinson Everett with an
endowed chair. As one of his many former
students, I know that in his diverse and
remarkably productive career, his Duke Law
teaching always ranked high.”
With lifelong ties to the Law School —
his father was one of Duke’s earliest law
graduates — Everett was generous in supporting it philanthropically. In 1993, he
founded the Duke Center on Law, Ethics
and National Security (LENS) to support and
encourage teaching and scholarly research
on national security law topics. His philanthropy included establishing the Reuben
Oscar and Robinson O. Everett Scholarship
Endowment; he also chaired his law reunion
committees and served in a leadership capacity on fundraising campaigns.
“Robinson Everett embodied the qualities
of leadership and service in and through
the law,” said Levi. “He was the model of
the citizen-lawyer. By establishing this
professorship, we ensure that his example
will continue to inspire us.” [
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UKE LAW FACULTY have launched a new project that
aims to engage the Law School community and the legal
academy at large in a yearlong conversation about the relationship between custom and law.
“The relationship between custom and law has both perplexed
and intrigued legal scholars through the ages,” said Professor
Curtis Bradley, who is directing the project. “It is present in
almost every legal system and implicates almost every subject area
of the law. The relationship also takes a wide variety of forms,
with custom sometimes informing the law, at other times resisting the law, and in some instances actually being the law.”
The Duke Project on Custom and Law will run throughout the
2011-12 academic year and will involve scholarly presentations, a
symposium, a readings seminar, journal publications, and other
events and programs designed to address the topic from a wide
range of perspectives.
Bradley, the Richard A. Horvitz Professor of Law and professor of public policy studies, cites a number of examples of the
relationship at the heart of the project: Tort law considers custom
in the industry in determining the standard of care. Property law
draws from customary
practices in developing
custom
rules regarding o
ownership and use. Contract
law ﬁlls in the gaps
of commitments based
g
on customary p
practices. Custom has a potentially signiﬁcant
signiﬁcan inﬂuence on what is considered “fair use” in intellectual property law.
Constitutional law is informed by the customary operations
of government. One of the
operati
two m
major forms of international law
is cu
customary rather than codiﬁed.

An understanding of the unwritten institutional customs of legal
actors (such as courts and prosecutors’ ofﬁces) is often essential to
an appreciation of how they operate.
By examining these and related subjects, Bradley hopes the
project can both shed new light on the historical relationships
between custom and law and advance a scholarly understanding
of how custom can support or inﬂuence the development of law.
Another goal of the Duke Project on Custom and Law is to
engage the Duke Law faculty and others in the Duke community in a focused, yearlong scholarly dialogue that draws on the
University’s interdisciplinary strengths.
“We want to take advantage of the extraordinary scholarly depth of both our law faculty and the faculty of Duke
University,” Bradley said. “This sort of project allows us to capitalize on our interdisciplinarity and beneﬁt from the strength of
Duke’s programs in law, policy, history, political science, anthropology, and more. It also will allow us to engage on a more
deeply scholarly level than is usually possible when we are all
working on separate research.”
The project begins this summer with informal discussions
among the faculty about some of the important published works
on custom, from both law and other disciplines. During the
school year, the project will sponsor a workshop series in which
scholars from around the country will present work relating to the
topic. Emily Kadens, the Baker and Botts Professor in Law at the
University of Texas, will present the ﬁrst workshop with a discussion of her paper relating to medieval merchant custom on Sept. 2.
Duke students will have the opportunity to participate in a
yearlong readings seminar on the topic and to attend some of the
workshops and the symposium. [
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)&"*%4-&("-130+&$5IBTMBVODIFEBOFXQPMJDZJOJUJBUJWF
UISPVHIXIJDITUVEFOUTBOEGBDVMUZBSFDPOEVDUJOHSFTFBSDIBOE
EFWFMPQJOHQPMJDZSFDPNNFOEBUJPOTBOEFEVDBUJPOBMSFTPVSDFTBJNFE
BUFOTVSJOHQSJWBDZBOEBDDFTTUPIFBMUIDBSFGPS/PSUI$BSPMJOJBOT
MJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%45IFJOJUJBUJWFJTGVOEFEUISPVHIB 
4PVUIFSO3&"$)HSBOUGSPN"*%46OJUFETVQQMFNFOUFEXJUIGVOET
GSPNUIF-BX4DIPPM
"DDPSEJOHUP$MJOJDBM1SPGFTTPS$BSPMZO.D"MMBTUFS XIPEJSFDUTUIF
"*%4-FHBM1SPKFDU UIFOFX"*%41PMJDZ*OJUJBUJWFIBTGPVSMPOHUFSN
HPBMTSFEVDJOHTUJHNBGBDFECZQFPQMFMJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%4JO/PSUI
$BSPMJOBBTBSFTVMUPGDPOGJEFOUJBMJUZCSFBDIFTBEESFTTJOHUSBOTQPSUB
UJPOQSPCMFNTGPSUIPTFXIPOFFEDBSFFOTVSJOHBEFRVBUFGVOEJOHGPS
UIF/$"*%4%SVH"TTJTUBODF1SPHSBNTPUIBUMPXFSJODPNFQBUJFOUT
DBOSFDFJWFUIFNFEJDBUJPOTUIFZOFFEBOEFOTVSJOHUIBUUIFNFEJDBM
BOETVQQPSUJWFTFSWJDFOFFETPGQFPQMFMJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%4BSFUBLFO
JOUPBDDPVOUBTUIFTUBUFBOEPUIFSBHFODJFTQMBOGPSJNQMFNFOUBUJPOPG
IFBMUIDBSFSFGPSN
*OBEEJUJPOUPDPOEVDUJOHMFHBMBOEQPMJDZSFTFBSDI EFWFMPQJOHFEVDB
UJPOBMNBUFSJBMTGPSIFBMUIDBSFQSPWJEFST MFHJTMBUPST BOEBEWPDBDZPSHB
OJ[BUJPOT BOEESBGUJOHQPMJDZSFDPNNFOEBUJPOT TUVEFOUTBOEGBDVMUZBSF
EFWFMPQJOHFEVDBUJPOBMNBUFSJBMTGPSQFPQMFMJWJOHXJUI)*7"*%4UPIFMQ
UIFNCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEUIFJSSJHIUUPQSJWBDZBOEUIFPQUJPOTBWBJMBCMF
UPUIFNGPSIFBMUIDBSFBOENFEJDBUJPO,FZUPUIBUFGGPSUJTEFWFMPQJOH
BEFFQVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGIPXIFBMUIDBSFSFGPSNXJMMJNQBDUQFPQMFXJUI
)*7"*%4 TBJE.D"MMBTUFS
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®8FXBOUUPCFUUFSVOEFSTUBOEUIFDVSSFOUMFHBMBOEQPMJDZMBOETDBQFJOPVS
UBSHFUBSFBT ¯TIFTBJE®5ISPVHIXPSLXJUIJOEJWJEVBMDMJFOUT XFIBWFDPOTJE
FSBCMFFYQFSJFODFXJUIUIFQSPCMFNTUIFZGBDF#VUUIFSFBSFQPMJDJFTBOEPUIFS
JTTVFTUIBUDPOUJOVFUPJOUFSGFSFXJUIPCUBJOJOHKVTUSFTVMUT5IFQPMJDZJOJUJB
UJWFHJWFTVTBDIBODFUPGJOEUIFUSJHHFSQPJOUTXIFSFDIBOHFJTQPTTJCMF¯
"OFXDMJOJDBMDPVSTFGPDVTJOHPOQPMJDZXJMMCFPGGFSFEUPTUVEFOUTJOUIF
GBMMTFNFTUFS [
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#SB[JM BOE3ZBO4UPB±XPSLFEXJUIDMJFOU'PSFTU
5SFOET BOPOQSPGJUPSHBOJ[BUJPOEFEJDBUFEUPQSP
NPUJOHQBZNFOUTGPSFDPTZTUFNTTFSWJDFTJOGPSFTU
FDPTZTUFNT POUIFEFWFMPQNFOUBOEQVCMJDBUJPO
PGUIFHVJEF"NPOHPUIFSDPOUSJCVUJPOT UIFUXP
ESBGUFEBNPEFMDPOUSBDUGPSGPSFTUDBSCPOUSBEFT
1SPGFTTPS+BNFT4BM[NBO XIPIBTXPSLFE
XJUI'PSFTU5SFOETGPSOJOFZFBST FYQMBJOFEUIBU
EFNZTUJGZJOHUIFDPNQMFYGPSFTUDBSCPOUSBEJOH
QSPDFTT®XJMMIPQFGVMMZSFEVDFUSBOTBDUJPODPTUT
BOENBLFUIFTFUZQFTPGQBZNFOUTGPSFDPTZTUFN
TFSWJDFTNPSFDPNNPO¯4BM[NBO %VLF±T4BNVFM
'PY.PSEFDBJ1SPGFTTPSPG-BXBOE/JDIPMBT
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BOEUIFDMJOJD
®"OZUJNFUIFSF±TBQBZNFOUBSSBOHFNFOU 
ZPVOFFETPNFLJOEPGDPOUSBDU TPNFLJOEPG
VOEFSTUBOEJOH ¯IFTBJE®5IFDMJOJDTUVEFOUTQVU
UPHFUIFSTPNFUIJOHDMPTFUPBNPEFMDPOUSBDUGPS
HFUUJOHQBJEGPSNBJOUBJOJOHGPSFTUDBSCPO*U±T
SFBMMZGPSGPMLTXIPXBOUUPTFUUIFTFUIJOHTVQCVU
EPO±UXBOUUPSFJOWFOUUIFXIFFMPSQBZBMPUPG
NPOFZGPSBMBXZFS*UFYQMBJOTUIFFMFNFOUTPGBO
BHSFFNFOU UIFXBZTZPVDBOTUSVDUVSFBOBHSFF
NFOU BOEXIZUIFTFBSFJNQPSUBOUEFDJTJPOT¯
3JCFJSPBOE4UPBSFTFBSDIFEUIFCBTJTGPSTVDI
BOBHSFFNFOUBOEXPSLFEXJUIUIFDMJFOUUPGJOF
UVOFJUCFGPSFUIFEPDVNFOUXBTSFMFBTFEBOE
QSFTFOUFEMBTU%FDFNCFSBUUIF$POGFSFODFPG

UIF1BSUJFTUPUIF6OJUFE/BUJPOT'SBNFXPSL
$POWFOUJPOPO$MJNBUF$IBOHFJO$BODVO .FYJDP
®5IFUFDIOJDBMLOPXMFEHF*HBJOFEBOEFYQFSJ
FODF*HPUXIFOZPVSPMMVQZPVSTMFFWFTBOE
HFUJOUPUIBU JUSFBMMZEFWFMPQTTLJMMTUIBUZPVDBO
UBLFBXBZGSPNTDIPPMBOEJOUPZPVSQSBDUJDF ¯
4UPBTBJE®5IJTJTBHSPXJOHBSFB*U±THSFBUGPSNF
UPCFBCMFUPDJUFUIJTQSPKFDUBTFWJEFODFUIBU*±N
LOPXMFEHFBCMFBCPVUDMJNBUFDIBOHF¯
$MPTFSUPIPNF DMJOJDTUVEFOUTBOEGBDVMUZBMTP
TFDVSFEB/$4VQFSJPS$PVSUPSEFSNBOEBUJOH
UIFFOWJSPONFOUBMSFWJFXPGBQSPQPTFEDFNFOU
QMBOUPOUIF$BQF'FBS3JWFS5IFZBMTPSFQSFTFOUFE
DMJFOUTPQQPTFEUPUIFCVJMEJOHPGBOPVUMZJOH
MBOEJOHGJFMEGPSOBWBMBJSDSBGUJOOPSUIFBTUFSO
/PSUI$BSPMJOBUIFNBUUFSXBTSFTPMWFEXIFOUIF
/BWZXJUIESFXJUTQSPQPTBM[
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4UBSUVQ7FOUVSFT$MJOJDBDUFEBTMFHBM
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4UBSUVQ$IBMMFOHF,SJTUFO8PMGG±BOE(SBOU
3FJE±BEWJTFE)Z5PXFS&OFSHZ4UPSBHF B
IZESPQPXFSFOFSHZTUPSBHFDPNQBOZGPVOEFE
CZHSBEVBUFTUVEFOUTBUUIF'VRVB4DIPPMPG
#VTJOFTT /JDIPMBT4DIPPMPGUIF&OWJSPONFOU 
BOE1SBUU4DIPPMPG&OHJOFFSJOH
5IF4UBSUVQ7FOUVSFT$MJOJD XIJDIMBVODIFE
UIJTTQSJOH QSPWJEFTMFHBMDPVOTFMUPFBSMZTUBHF
CVTJOFTTFTBOETPDJBMFOUSFQSFOFVSTIJQWFOUVSFT
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PONBUUFSTSFMBUFEUPUIFTUBSUVQQSPDFTT.BOZ
PGUIFDMJFOUCVTJOFTTFTBSFTUBSUFECZ%VLF
6OJWFSTJUZTUVEFOUT
8PMGGBOE3FJE VOEFSUIFTVQFSWJTJPO
PGDMJOJDEJSFDUPST"OESFX'PTUFSBOE&SJLB
#VFMM BEWJTFE)Z5PXFSPOJUTJOJUJBMMFHBM
OFFET JODMVEJOHDPSQPSBUFGPSNBUJPO BOE
UIFJOJUJBMDPSQPSBUFTUSVDUVSF
®8FDPVMEO±UCFNPSFFYDJUFEGPSPVSDMJFOU ¯
TBJE3FJE XIPJTTQFOEJOHIJT-TVNNFS
BEWJTJOHPUIFSFOUSFQSFOFVSTBU8JMTPO4POTJOJ
(PPESJDI3PTBUJJO1BMP"MUP $BMJG®8FGFFM

EFFQMZIPOPSFEUPIBWFIFMQFEUIFDPNQBOZJO
TPNFTNBMMXBZJOUIJTHSFBUBDDPNQMJTINFOU¯
)Z5PXFSEFGFBUFETJYPUIFSGJOBMJTUTBOE
DPNQFUJUPSTJOUIFDPNQFUJUJPOUPXJOUIF
 HSBOEQSJ[F QMVT GPSGVUVSFMFHBM
FYQFOTFT*UTQVNQFEIZESPTZTUFNCVJMETPO
QSPWFOIZESPFMFDUSJDUFDIOPMPHZUPEFMJWFSTBGF 
SFMJBCMFFOFSHZTUPSBHFBUIJHIFSFGGJDJFODZBOE
MPXFSDPTUUIBODPNQFUJOHUFDIOPMPHJFTCZVTJOH
BCBOEPOFEXBUFSUPXFSTBTTUPSBHFEFWJDFT5IF
DPNQBOZGPSFTFFTBQPUFOUJBMCJMMJPOBOOVBM
NBSLFUGPSJUTTZTUFNT [

0

EN BAUCOM ’11, Karen Beach ’11, and Catherine Lawson ’12 won the national
championship round of the American Bar Association’s National Appellate
Advocacy Competition in April. They placed first among the 207 competing teams,
bringing home Duke Law School’s first victory in the annual competition.
Baucom, who chaired the Moot Court Board, was named second-best oral advocate
in the tournament. Lawson was named seventh-best advocate.
Undefeated in their regional competition, Baucom, Beach, and Lawson also went
undefeated in Chicago where they faced six other teams. The ﬁve judges presiding
over the ﬁnal arguments selected them as champions by a unanimous vote.
Two Duke Law teams competed in the championship rounds. The team of
Grayson Lambert ’12, Leah Shen ’11, and Nels Vulin ’12 was eliminated by a narrow
margin in the round of 16. Stephen Rawson ’10, who co-chaired the Moot Court
Board as a ), helped coach both Duke Law teams to their strong showings at the
regional and national levels. [
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UVEFOUTGSPNBDSPTTUIFHMPCFIBWFBHBJO
IFTBJE BEEJOHUIBUUIFJOTUJUVUFT±DVSSJDVMBWBSZ
DPOWFOFEJO)POH,POHBOE(FOFWBUPQBS
FWFSZZFBSEFQFOEJOHPOUIFBWBJMBCJMJUZPGUIFCFTU
UJDJQBUFJO%VLF±TTVNNFSJOTUJUVUFT GPVSXFFL
FYQFSUUFBDIFSTGSPNBMMPWFSUIFXPSMEBOEBSFBT
SFTJEFOUJBMQSPHSBNTUIBUGFBUVSFSJHPSPVTDPVSTFT
PGDVSSFOUJNQPSU4VQSFNF$PVSU"TTPDJBUF+VTUJDF
UBVHIUCZXPSMEDMBTTGBDVMUZ FYQPTVSFUPUIFPQFS
"OUPOJO4DBMJBJTDVSSFOUMZDPUFBDIJOHBDPVSTFJO
BUJPOTPGMFHBMBOEDPSQPSBUFJOTUJUVUJPOTBCSPBE 
(FOFWBUJUMFE4FQBSBUJPOPG1PXFST
BOEDSPTTDVMUVSBMFYQFSJFODFT
"OPUIFSNBKPSHPBMPGUIFJOTUJUVUFTJTUPQSPWJEF
®5IFTVNNFSJOTUJUVUFTBSFPVSXBZPGIFMQJOHQSF
TUVEFOUTGSPNBCSPBESBOHFPGOBUJPOBMBOEFUIOJD
QBSFTUVEFOUTGPSUIFQSBDUJDFPGMBXJOUPEBZ±THMP
CBDLHSPVOETXJUIPQQPSUVOJUJFTUPFOHBHFFBDIPUIFS 
CBMJ[FEXPSME ¯TBJE"TTPDJBUF%FBOGPS*OUFSOBUJPOBM
BEEFE3JDIBSE4DINBMCFDL UIF4JNQTPO5IBDIFS
4UVEJFT+VEZ)PSPXJU[ XIPIBTCFFOJOWPMWFE
#BSUMFUU1SPGFTTPSPG-BXBOEGBDVMUZEJSFDUPSPGUIF
TJODFUIFQSPHSBN±TJODFQUJPOJOBT®%VLFJO
%VLF(FOFWB*OTUJUVUF®*UJTBMXBZTBOEFWFSZXIFSF
%FONBSL¯BUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG$PQFOIBHFO 3FBE
USVFUIBUMBXTUVEFOUTMFBSOBHSFBUEFBMGSPNFBDI
NPSF 1BHF 
PUIFS BOEUIFSJDINJYPGTUVEFOUTUIBUCPUIQSP
5XFOUZGJWFZFBSTMBUFS %VLF-BXDPOUJOVFTUPQBSU
HSBNTBUUSBDUJTBNPOHUIFJSHSFBUFTUWJSUVFT¯
OFSXJUIUIFGBDVMUJFTPGMBXBUFMJUFIPTUJOTUJUVUJPOT*O
QSFTFOUJOHUIF%VLF(FOFWB*OTUJUVUFJO5SBOTOBUJPOBM
1`]aaQcZbc`OZSfQVO\US
-BXBOE"TJB"NFSJDB*OTUJUVUFJO5SBOTOBUJPOBM-BX 
]^S\ae]`ZR]T^]aaWPWZWbg
%VLFQBSUOFSTXJUIUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG(FOFWBBOE
.BSDFMMB)BSTICBSHFS+%--.±SFDBMMFEIPX
6OJWFSTJUZPG)POH,POH SFTQFDUJWFMZ
(FOFWBBENJOJTUSBUPST±QSBDUJDFPGQBJSJOH%VLF
5IFQSPHSBNTBSFEFTJHOFEGPS64+%TUVEFOUT
-BXTUVEFOUTXJUIJOUFSOBUJPOBMSPPNNBUFTIFMQFE
XIPIBWFDPNQMFUFEBUMFBTUPOFZFBSPGMBXTDIPPM 
SFMBUJPOTIJQTGMPVSJTIJOUIFJOUJNBUFTFUUJOH®*U
JOUFSOBUJPOBMTUVEFOUTXIPXJMMFNCBSLPO--.QSP
BMMPXFEGPSTPNFHSFBUDSPTTDVMUVSBMFYDIBOHFPWFS
HSBNTBU"NFSJDBOMBXTDIPPMTJOUIFGBMM BEWBODFE
GPOEVFBOEESJOLTBGUFSDMBTT8FUPVSFEUIFMPDBM
MBXTUVEFOUT BOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMMZUSBJOFEMBXZFST 
TJUFTUPHFUIFSBOE*DPVOUNBOZPGUIPTFDMBTTNBUFT
KVEHFT BOEBDBEFNJDT"MM%VLF-BXTUVEFOUTQVS
BTGSJFOETUPEBZ*OGBDU UISPVHINZUSBWFMT *IBWF
TVJOHBO--.JOJOUFSOBUJPOBMBOEDPNQBSBUJWFMBX
CFFOBCMFUPWJTJUTPNFGPSNFSDMBTTNBUFTJOUIFJS
DPODVSSFOUMZXJUIUIFJS+%BUUFOEBTVNNFSJOTUJUVUF
IPNFDPVOUSJFT¯
BOEPGUFOQBJSUIFFYQFSJFODFXJUITVNNFSXPSL
)BSTICBSHFS OPXTFOJPSDPSQPSBUFDPVOTFMBUB
BCSPBE%VLF+%BOE--.DBOEJEBUFTSPVUJOFMZDPN
64TVCTJEJBSZPG'SBODF5FMFDPNJO8BTIJOHUPO 
QSJTFBCPVUPOFUIJSEPGUIFUPUBMFOSPMMFE
%$ BMTPXFMDPNFEUIFWJFXQPJOUTPGJOUFSOBUJPOBM
1BSUJDJQBOUTCFOFGJUGSPNUIFVOJRVFFDPOPNJD 
QSPGFTTPSTXIPPGUFOPGGFSFE®BSFGSFTIJOHCSFBL
QPMJUJDBM BOEMFHBMGFBUVSFTPGFBDIIPTUDJUZ UBL
GSPNUIFEPNJOBOU64QFSTQFDUJWF¯4IFGVSUIFS
JOHGJFMEUSJQTUPJOUFSOBUJPOBMMBXGJSNTBOETVDI
DSFEJUTUIFQSPHSBNXJUIIFMQJOHIFSBQQSFDJBUFUIF
JOTUJUVUJPOTBTUIF8PSME5SBEF0SHBOJ[BUJPO 8PSME
XFBMUIPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMPQQPSUVOJUJFTBWBJMBCMFJOB
*OUFMMFDUVBM1SPQFSUZ0SHBOJ[BUJPO BOE*OUFSOBUJPOBM
MFHBMDBSFFS
$PNNJUUFFPGUIF3FE$SPTTJO(FOFWB PSUIF4UPDL
+PIO4JNQLJOT+%--.±BMTPTBJEUIF
&YDIBOHFBOE$PVSUPG'JOBM"QQFBMJO)POH,POH
TVNNFSJOTUJUVUFJO)POH,POHXBTDSJUJDBMUP
B=>(B63/A7//;3@71/7<AB7BCB37<B@/<A</B7=</:
:/E1:/AA=4 )03:=E(/<=CB7<57<53<3D/ 
5IFDVSSJDVMBSHPBMTPGFBDIJOTUJUVUFBSFUISFFGPME 
IJTQSPGFTTJPOBMQBUI
TBJE%POBME)PSPXJU[ UIF+BNFT#%VLF1SPGFTTPS
®*MFGUXJUIBDMFBSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGIPX*DPVME
PG-BXBOE1PMJUJDBM4DJFODFBOEMPOHUJNFGBDVMUZ
DSBGUBDBSFFSJODPNQBSBUJWFMBXUIBUDPNCJOFE
EJSFDUPSPGUIF"TJB"NFSJDB*OTUJUVUF®8FUBLF
UFBDIJOH QSBDUJDF BOETDIPMBSTIJQ5IFDPOWFSTB
DPNNPOMFHBMQSPCMFNTBOEUSZUPTFFUIFNGSPNUIFBOHMFPGBUMFBTUUXPEJG
UJPOT*IBEPVUTJEFPGDMBTTXJUIQSPGFTTPSTXFSFBTWBMVBCMFBTUIFDMBTTSPPN
GFSFOUMFHBMTZTUFNT ¯IFTBJE®8FUFBDIDPVSTFT BHBJOGSPNEJGGFSFOUOBUJPOBM
JOTUSVDUJPO ¯TBJE4JNQLJOT XIPUFBDIFTDPVSTFTJOJOUFSOBUJPOBMBOEDPNQBSB
BOHMFT UIBUDBOOPUCFUBVHIUBU%VLF"OEXFUBLFDVSSFOUPSFNFSHJOHUPQJDT
UJWFMBXBOEDPNQBSBUJWFDPOTUJUVUJPOBMEFTJHOBUUIF$IBSMFTUPO4DIPPMPG-BX
JOUIFMBXPGWBSJPVTDPVOUSJFTBOEUSZUPJMMVNJOBUFUIFNCZDPNQBSJTPO BO
4JNQLJOTOPUFEUIBUIFBSSJWFEJO)POH,POHUIFNPSOJOHBGUFS(SFBU#SJUBJO
FYBNQMFCFJOHBDPOTUJUVUJPOBMEFWFMPQNFOUDPVSTFGPDVTJOHPO"TJBOBOE
IBOEFEQPXFSPWFSUP$IJOB®8JUOFTTJOHUIFDIBOHFTJO)POH,POHVQDMPTF
"GSJDBODPVOUSJFT
BOEIBWJOHBOJOTUSVDUPSMJLF1SPGFTTPS<:BTI>(IBJ XIPXBTEJSFDUMZJOWPMWFE
®*OUPEBZ±THMPCBMJ[FEXPSME MBXZFSTJODSFBTJOHMZGJOEUIBUUIFZOFFEUPLOPX
JOUIFDSFBUJPOPG)POH,POH±T#BTJD-BX XFSFFYQFSJFODFTUIBUDPVMEOPUIBWF
UIFMBXTSFHVMBUJOHJOUFSOBUJPOBMUSBOTBDUJPOTBOEUIFMBXTPGPUIFSDPVOUSJFT ¯
CFFOSFQMJDBUFEJOBUZQJDBMMBXTDIPPMTFUUJOH¯[
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6,&-"8)0/03&%UIF+% --. BOE4+%DMBTTFTPGBUJUT
BOOVBMIPPEJOHDFSFNPOZBU$BNFSPO*OEPPS4UBEJVNPO.BZ
)PPETXFSFQSFTFOUFEUP+%DBOEJEBUFT PGXIPNBMTPBUUBJOFEBO
--.JOJOUFSOBUJPOBMBOEDPNQBSBUJWFMBX BOEPGXIPNBMTPBUUBJOFE
HSBEVBUFEFHSFFTGSPNPUIFS%VLF6OJWFSTJUZTDIPPMTBOEEFQBSUNFOUT
BOEBGGJMJBUFEHSBEVBUFQSPHSBNT4FWFOUZFJHIUJOUFSOBUJPOBM--.HSBEV
BUFTBMTPXFSFIPPEFE BTXFSFUIFHSBEVBUFTPGUIFJOBVHVSBM--.JO
-BXBOE&OUSFQSFOFVSTIJQDMBTT5XP4+%HSBEVBUFTXFSFIPOPSFE
644FOBUF%FQVUZ4FSHFBOUBU"SNT.BSUJOB-FXJT#SBEGPSE±UPMEUIF
HSBEVBUFTUP®QJDLVQUIFUPSDIBOEDPOUSJCVUF ¯UBLJOHPOMFBEFSTIJQSPMFT
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EDUCATION
WITH IMPACT
Duke Law students tackle international
human rights challenges
By Frances Presma
*OUIFQBTUBDBEFNJDZFBS %VLF-BX
TUVEFOUTIBWFTUVEJFEUXPIJHIMZTFOTJUJWF
UPQJDTJOWPMWJOHJOUFSOBUJPOBMMBXBOE
JOUFSOBUJPOBMIVNBOSJHIUTMBXSFGPSNPG
)BJUJ±THFOEFSWJPMFODFMBXTBOEIPVTJOH
JTTVFTJO&BTU+FSVTBMFN*OUIFJSBQQSPBDIFT
UPUIFTFDIBMMFOHJOHSFBMXPSMEQSPCMFNT
UIFZIBWFEFNPOTUSBUFEJOJUJBUJWF BDVJUZ BOE
FOFSHZDPVQMFEXJUIDPNQBTTJPO DVMUVSBM
TFOTJUJWJUZ BOEQSBHNBUJTN
REFORMING

Haiti’s gender violence laws

P. 12

EXAMINING

Housing issues in East Jerusalem P. 1 7
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Haiti

n late February, Professor Guy-Uriel
aPort-au-Prince, Haiti, at the offices of
the Organization of American States
(OAS).

7ZZcab`ObW]\(;O`Q6O`Y\Saa

Joining him around the table were an OAS liaison, a
representative from the Haitian Ministry of Women’s
Affairs, and a lawyer with the International Senior
Lawyers Project (ISLP), a U.S.-based organization that
provides high-level legal services to advance democracy
and human rights protection in developing countries.
The discussion, conducted in French and Creole, focused
on a comprehensively researched memorandum, drafted
by 10 Duke Law students, containing provisions to
reform Haitian laws pertaining to domestic violence and
violence against women.
“We went over the draft in ﬁne detail over four or ﬁve
hours,” reported Charles, a native of Haiti. “Everyone
at the meeting said they thought the product was absolutely wonderful and their intention was to incorporate
it all into ﬁnal legislation that would be presented to the

RECOVERY,
REFORM
Duke Law students contribute to
legal protections for women in Haiti
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Haitian legislature. They were all extremely positive and grateful for
the work our students did.”
For the students who immersed themselves in the enterprise
throughout the fall semester, ﬁnding out that their work had been
considered and positively reviewed by key policymakers in Haiti was
“an amazing feeling,” said Caitlin Swain ’12. “We weren’t expecting
ofﬁcial acknowledgment, but to know that our work has now been
seen by the Women’s Ministry and is helpful to them is thrilling.”

Student initiative, community effort
It all started at Clifford Chance in New York, where associate
Aleksandra Kopec ’07 worked with other law ﬁrm colleagues on a pro
bono project for the OAS and ISLP — a survey conducted in developing and developed countries of anti-violence legislation that might
be relevant to law-reform initiatives in Haiti. Kopec took a lead role
in drafting a memorandum to the OAS summarizing a range of primary and secondary legal sources and options.
“The OAS then came back with a secondary request to craft provisions for a practical set of anti-violence laws that could work in Haiti,”
said Kopec. “That’s where we paused to consider what resources
we have here at Clifford Chance and where we could reach out. We
thought about what sort of group would be well-versed in research,
interested in these types of issues, have the time to do this, and have
the legal background needed to understand analyzing and drafting
legislation. That’s how we came to think of working with a group of
students and professors, and Duke seemed a natural choice.”
Kopec and Clifford Chance partner Jonathan Zonis ’90, who
supervises pro bono initiatives in the New York ofﬁce, reached out to
Laurence Helfer, Duke’s Harry R. Chadwick, Sr. Professor of Law. An
expert in international law and international human rights law who
has written extensively on the implementation of international legal
norms in developing countries, Helfer immediately recognized the
educational value of the proposal.
“I’ve long been interested in legal transplants — laws and institutions taken from one location and adapted for use elsewhere. Legal
transplants raise many difﬁcult issues, such as identifying source
materials in countries with comparable features and adapting them
to local needs and contexts. Those are very big challenges at the level
of legitimacy and the level of expertise,” he said. “And the problem
translates pedagogically into what and how we teach our students.”
The problem also is a good ﬁt with the Law School’s and Duke
University’s institutional commitment to knowledge in the service of society. Violence against women and girls in Haiti, already
“widespread” and “alarming,” according to a 2009 report by the
Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, intensiﬁed with the
displacement caused by the January 2010 earthquake. But along with
personal and societal tragedy, the earthquake presented opportunities
for change. The United Nations and other international bodies have
advocated rebuilding the country’s rule of law and justice systems
along with its infrastructure, Helfer notes, and the Haitian Ministry
of Women’s Affairs committed to drafting new legislation on genderbased violence as one important avenue for advancing these goals.
Helfer worked with Zonis, Kopec, and others to lay the groundwork for an ad hoc seminar; aided by David Thompson JD/LLM ’07
in the Law School’s Alumni and Development Ofﬁce, they secured a
grant for overhead and translation services from the Clifford Chance

Foundation, which supports global projects that promote equal access
to justice. Helfer also recruited two Duke Law colleagues to join him
as faculty advisers for the seminar — Charles, a scholar with expertise in statutory interpretation and cross-disciplinary ties to Duke
University’s Haiti Lab, a site for research and teaching, and Senior
Lecturing Fellow Deborah Ross who, as a longtime member of the
North Carolina House of Representatives, was instrumental in drafting the state’s domestic violence legislation.
With ﬁnancial and academic support for a student-run seminar
in place, Helfer reached out to students he knew were interested in
human rights law. He contacted Karen Gift at her ) summer job
with the International Justice Mission in Mumbai, India, where she
was working on issues related to human trafﬁcking.
“My experience in India informs my passion for the topic —
combatting violence against women — and the opportunity to work

Violence against women and girls in
Haiti, already reported as
“widespread” and “alarming,”
intensiﬁed with the displacement
caused by the January 2010
earthquake. But along with personal
and societal tragedy, the earthquake
presented opportunities for change.
from the legislative perspective was something that I hadn’t done,”
said Gift, who was immediately persuaded to participate.
Swain, a co-chair of the Human Rights Law Society whose )
summer work for the Center for Constitutional Rights in New York
involved international criminal law as well as domestic civil rights
issues, also was eager to sign on to the project. “We had been pushing
hard to develop more opportunities for students interested in human
rights law, so it was very exciting when Professor Helfer told us about
this project,” said Swain, who worked for the Kentucky Commission
on Human Rights prior to arriving at Duke.
Other students brought skills and experience in such matters
as the operation of state courts that specialize in domestic violence
crimes, violence in immigrant communities, and ﬂuency in French.
Their varied backgrounds allowed the group to break up their tasks
based on individual students’ interests and strengths.
“This was a big undertaking because it involved considering an
overhaul of both the criminal law and the civil code, which includes
family law, employment discrimination, sexual harassment, and civil
remedies for intra-family violence,” said Swain.

A “Herculean task”
Charles listed the many challenges the project posed for the students.
“They had to transplant themselves into a different legal system, one
that is TVJHFOFSJT in many respects — the laws aren’t compiled in one
particular place,” he said. “There are different forms of legislation and
Ac[[S` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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EDUC ATION WITH IMPACT
Divided into research teams focused on civil
and criminal laws and remedies respectively,
the students began by identifying and aggregating the Haitian codes, decrees, and treaties that
collectively comprise Haitian law pertaining to
the relevant areas and researching comparative
approaches in the United States, Latin America,
and other civil law jurisdictions. They then
recommended changes to the law that would
promote gender equality and end violence. After
presenting the recommendations as a “markup” to existing Haitian law to the Clifford
Chance team in New York during a videoconference, the students were asked to craft a comprehensive research proposal and provide legislative support for a statute actually being drafted
by the Ministry of Women’s Affairs.
As they tackled their broader mandate, the
students were careful to track the sources for
their suggestions, whether they were decrees or
international treaties ratiﬁed by Haiti, said Gift.
“We always tried to track our proposals back to
existing sources of law that Haiti had already
adopted in order to aid in the legitimacy of our
statute, while pulling in comparative examples.”
B3<2C93:/EABC23<BAE=@932=<B636/7B7/<B7D7=:3<13>@=831BAB/<27<5:@(
1/AA73E30AB3@¸9/B6@G<0/@@G¸;7@/9/A:7E/:¸8/1G5/753¸ /A6:3GE/B97<A¸ 
Some of their team members, for example,
A3/B32:@(;3@:G<383/<:=C7A¸ B63@3A/57:03@BA=<¸ 1/7B:7<AE/7<¸ 9/@3<574B¸ 
<=B>71BC@32(2/<73::32C44¸ 
reviewed penalties used in Latin American
countries and in France line by line, trying to
ﬁnd an appropriate comparative model.
“We tried to look at things that would protect women and children
but also would have cultural integrity,” Gift explained.
Investing their process and product with cultural integrity meant
withholding judgment as they examined societal circumstances that
might put women in danger, while also crafting appropriate recommendations to improve safety. Violence against pre-teen and teenage
girls who work as domestic servants is prevalent in Haiti, Ross noted
by way of example. “We’re not going to suggest they outlaw child
labor, but we want young women who are in people’s households to
be free of sexual abuse.”
legal forms, so there is both legislation and there is a law by decree.
And there is no place where you can ﬁnd judicial opinions collected.
“Not only did the students research and try to establish a comparative baseline — identifying what we do in the U.S. and other counMarshaling resources, institutional support
tries that could serve as comparisons — they had to settle on a model
The students gathered information and assistance as they proceeded
that would work. They had to try to understand the legal system they
through the term. Two team members who spoke French — )s
were writing for. And, of course, they were working on a research
Merlyne Jean-Louis and Jacy Gaige — gathered testimony from
proposal that would support law reform for a country that has two difwomen’s groups and aid workers in Haiti to get a sense of the scope
ferent languages, French and Creole,” he said. “This was a Herculean
of gender-based problems there; that information was later included
task and these students were unbelievable. They brought so many
in an appendix to the statute.
skills to bear — as scholars, as statutory interpreters, as legislative
They marshaled all of the resources available to them at Duke and
drafters, and in public policy. At the same time, they never lost sight
abroad. Professor Ralf Michaels, a comparative law scholar, gave them
of their common sense or their humanity. They asked difﬁcult quesguidance regarding the different legal systems — civil law and comtions and answered them with aplomb.”
mon law — that would be relevant to their research. Kristina Alayan,

“We tried to look at things that
would protect women and children
but also would have cultural
integrity.”
— Karen Gift ’12
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“The students looked at the issues
with an academic perspective that
led to a far more comprehensive
product than we, working solely as a
law ﬁrm, could have achieved. They
also brought a level of energy that
was pretty amazing.”
— Jonathan Zonis ’90
the Goodson Law Library’s foreign and international law librarian,
researched potential comparator countries and guided the students
to information about their laws and policies. Faculty and students at
Duke’s Haiti Lab were critical partners; several undergraduates picked
research projects that dovetailed with the law students’ work.
Students also met, via teleconference, with a Haitian attorney who
helped them understand how the country’s existing law is actually
applied. “We talked with him about some of the operational challenges
of the law — how it is implemented on the ground, and how we could
recognize those challenges and draft around them,” said Gift. “That
was enormously instructive for me in understanding what the situation was like in Haiti.” Duke University faculty and Duke Law LLM
students pitched in with translation services at critical times.
Their “three stars” — as Swain characterized Charles, Helfer, and
Ross, the faculty trio who provided core support — were invaluable.
“They were encouraging and acted as mentors throughout the
process,” she said. “They gave us the room to make decisions among
ourselves about what we could accomplish, and I think the conﬁdence
they placed in us pushed everyone to work harder.”
In addition to spearheading the project along with Clifford Chance,
Helfer helped the students understand how the international agreements Haiti has ratiﬁed created speciﬁc human rights obligations
and how the country might also be bound by customary international
law, said Gift.

/B1:744=@216/<137<<3EG=@9:@(/:39A/<2@/9=>31¸%8=</B6/<H=<7A¸'
;/@731:/C2383/<0/>B7AB37A:>/<23:7H/03B6A16C:BH

Ross offered her broad experience as a legislator as well as her speciﬁc experience drafting North Carolina’s laws pertaining to domestic
violence, pointing out the concerns of stakeholders in that process
that might be shared by those in Haiti.
Along with his academic expertise, Charles brought essential knowledge of Haitian culture and history as well as ﬂuency in French and
Creole to the project. He also encouraged the students to be forwardthinking in their recommendations. “He told us we ‘need to be true to
Haiti in this moment,’” said Swain. “His point was that it was OK to
focus our efforts on protecting women in the best way possible, because
those are the goals the Haitian Women’s Ministry has set for itself.
“I can’t say enough about how impressed I was with the way the
three of them were able to negotiate with us some very complex
questions about what our role was and how to create a product that
would matter while maintaining a commitment to building our
skills,” she said.

The result: A solid statute, solid skills
In mid-December, the students delivered their work product, in the
form of a fully drafted proposed statute, to Clifford Chance. Multiple
footnotes explained the origins and rationale for their recommendations, and a supplement included background information such as
reports relating to violence against women and testimony from activists and aid workers. Original contributions included a proposal for a
specialized court to handle cases of violence against women; revisions
in the asymmetric obligations of men and women within marriage
and in dissolution; and structuring of penalties for crimes of violence
in accordance with aggravating circumstances.
“The students looked at the issues with an academic perspective
that led to a far more comprehensive product than we, working solely
as a law ﬁrm, could have achieved,” said Zonis. “They also brought
a level of energy that was pretty amazing. I don’t think we can say
Ac[[S` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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enough good things about the
responsibility and professionalism shown by the Duke students who took on this task and
executed it.”
The Clifford Chance team
incorporated the students’
research proposal and supplement into a memorandum that
was presented at the February
meeting in Haiti.
For the students, the process
was as educational as the substantive topics they encountered. “Professor Ross emphasized this
throughout — ‘We want you as students to gain valuable skills that
you are going to be able to build on through your future careers,’”
said Swain. “We learned something with real practical implications,

not just about the subject matter,
but about the process of working
together and producing high-quality
legal work as a team.”
“I learned how to identify our
limitations and where we needed to
get outside help or an outside perspective,” added Gift. “Navigating
and negotiating with the multiple
stakeholders involved here was ultimately rewarding.”
And playing a role in reforming Haitian law in such a crucial
area was well worth the work, said Swain. “This is a moment where
this kind of reform is not only needed — it’s possible,” she said.
“Getting a chance to play even a small part in that was just an
extraordinary opportunity.” [

“This is a moment where this kind
of reform is not only needed —— it’s
possible. Getting a chance to play
even a small part in that was just
an extraordinary opportunity.”
— Caitlin Swain ’12

A growing curriculum in international human rights law
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East Jerusalem
Student research and field work address
the collision of law, history, and emotion

HOUSE
HOME
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he concept of “competing
narratives” came up repeatedly
as students in Professor Curtis
Bradley’s spring seminar
characterized the subject of their
intensive academic study and
field work — housing rights in
East Jerusalem.
“There is, at minimum, an Israeli and a
Palestinian narrative, and there’s quite a lot
of diversity within those,” James Pearce ’11
told an audience of fellow students and Duke
Law faculty on March 31, shortly after he
and 10 classmates returned from a research
trip to Jerusalem and the West Bank.
The trip was sponsored by the Center for
International and Comparative Law, which
Bradley co-directs.
Over eight days they toured the disputed
area, talking to Palestinian and Israeli residents, government ofﬁcials, lawyers, activists,
academics, and international aid workers,
observing how the international law, international human rights law, and history they had
been researching in preparation for the trip
played out on the ground.
The trip “brought the dispute to life in
a way that simply reading about it couldn’t
because we were able to see the people
whose lives are actually shaped by these different policy positions and decisions every
day,” said Sarah Boyce ’12. “It reminded us
that there really are strong policy positions
on both sides. It was a little like reading a
Supreme Court case where you feel just as
strongly that the majority and dissent are
Ac[[S` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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right. But it could be frustrating for those of us who were looking for
a way to reconcile the two narratives.”
Still, that is exactly what the students are attempting to do in a
substantive paper, the collaborative project for the seminar and the
capstone of an educational experience that brought to life the operation and limitations of the law.

Translating international human rights law
Challenging students to approach a highly contentious issue with
objectivity was Bradley’s goal in developing the seminar, conceived
after he ﬁrst toured Israel and the West Bank in 2009.
“There is pedagogic value in having students navigate through
politicized issues in an objective and balanced manner that considers
the roles and limitations of law and legal analysis,” said Bradley, the
Richard A. Horvitz Professor of Law. A leading scholar of international
law, he saw in the dispute a rich “translational” experience in law —
an opportunity for students to immerse themselves in the principles
of international human rights law and translate them into very speciﬁc issues. That sort of experiential learning is a hallmark of a Duke
Law education and a part of the overall mission of Duke University.
It also mirrors the type of work that might be done by U.S. State
Department lawyers, said Bradley, who served as counselor on international law in the Ofﬁce of the Legal Adviser in 2004.
“I’m sure the Legal
Adviser’s Ofﬁce has worked
on these issues because the
United States has to determine what position to take,”
he said. “A lot of diplomacy
involves quiet discussions
with the Israelis or the
Palestinians, but policymakers
need advice from the lawyers
in the State Department about
the relationship between these
contested issues and international law.”
During the ﬁrst eight
weeks of the semester, Bradley
guided his students through
a rigorous syllabus of reading and discussion on the history of the
Israel-Palestine conﬂict, the status of Jerusalem, and applicable
aspects of international law and international human rights law.
Readings addressed aspects of modern Israeli and Palestinian history
and the various approaches international actors such as the United
Nations and the European Union have taken to the dispute; hearing
from guest lecturers and students who have lived in or visited the
Middle East helped the group grasp some of the cultural sensitivities
and nuances involved.
Each student conducted in-depth research and wrote a short paper
on a relevant subject. These covered areas such as the contested
sovereignty over Jerusalem, the applicability of the Fourth Geneva
Convention, and the law of occupation; pertinent regional laws and
practices for proving ownership of land and distribution and delivery
of municipal services; processes for obtaining building and demoli-

tion permits; evictions; regulation and control of Jerusalem’s holy
sites; laws regarding residency and family reuniﬁcation; archaeology;
and the barrier Israel has constructed along and within the West
Bank over the past decade.
“The barrier cuts right through Jerusalem, creating something of a
EFGBDUP separation and border between populations. On our tours and
in our conversations it came up a lot in terms of changing the dynamics — within Israel and Palestine as a whole and within Jerusalem
itself,” said Pearce, who made it the focus of his initial research paper.
It bears directly on housing in numerous ways, the students noted
during their presentation: Municipal authorities do not deliver services outside the barrier; it has separated some families and spurred an
increase in non-permitted — illegal — construction on both sides of
the barrier; and it has led to the establishment of military-controlled
checkpoints, which, critics say, disproportionately impede the movement of Palestinians within Jerusalem.

Negotiating checkpoints —— and ﬂashpoints
The International Court of Justice issued a 2004 advisory opinion
stating that the barrier violates international human rights law
and international humanitarian law for a variety of reasons. That
prompted a response from the Israeli Supreme Court, which
invoked Israeli domestic law.
“The Israeli Supreme Court
responded to the ICJ by saying,
‘Israel is interested in upholding its obligations under international law, but the ICJ didn’t
take into account the security
consequences and the security
implications of the barrier,’”
Pearce explained. “‘So ﬁrst of
all, it was an advisory opinion
and we’re not bound by it, and
second, the reasoning is weak
and thus not particularly useful
for our policy and legal conclusions.’ It’s yet another ﬂashpoint
in the debate.”
He observed that the barrier,
which the students crossed many times during their trip, also demonstrates one — of many — semantic ﬂashpoints: What Palestinians
refer to as a “segregation wall,” “apartheid wall,” or simply “the wall”
(as it was called in the ICJ advisory opinion), Israelis call a “security
fence,” which they credit with substantially reducing suicide attacks
in Jerusalem. Likewise, what the Israeli government calls “neighborhoods” of Jews within East Jerusalem, Palestinian residents and their
supporters call “settlements.”
“This sort of gets to the educational value of the trip,” Pearce
said. “It is an introduction to a part of the world where everything
is political and everything has valence politically and legally. One of
the values I think a lawyer or law student can bring is the ability to
walk into a conﬂict and in a very careful, thoughtful way, navigate
that mineﬁeld. As a lawyer, you have to advocate the side of ‘your client.’ In this situation, however, if you’ve identiﬁed who your client is

“[The trip] reminded us that there really
are strong policy positions on both
sides. But it could be frustrating for
those of us who were looking for a way
to reconcile the two narratives.”
— Sarah Boyce ’12
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and come in with throaty, adversarial advocacy on that client’s behalf,
then you’ve lost the other side.”

Each day’s itinerary, which Bradley developed with assistance from
the Minerva Center for Human Rights at Hebrew University, included
a tour of a different part of East Jerusalem, giving students a chance
to engage with residents and experts on site. One Palestinian family
discussed their eviction from their home in the Sheikh Jarrah neighborhood near the Old City; another told the students about having to
vacate a portion of their home in order for an Israeli family to move in.
A frequent guide, in addition to Minerva Center colleagues, was a
Palestinian lawyer who represents individuals in litigation in Israeli
courts concerning evictions and demolitions and tries to contest these
actions. “As an Arab-Israeli lawyer who is committed to the rule of
law, he had an invaluable perspective on trying to use the judicial process to foster social change,” said Bradley.

“I learned how little practical
effect international law can have.
Understanding aspects of international human rights and humanitarian law is important to see the
overview, but in reality, they have
little effective value. They are more
bargaining chips than rights that can
be asserted. They can be given up in
return for control of some areas.”
— Jessica Stringer ’12
In the Silwan neighborhood, the students toured the City of David
excavation site as part of their examination of the varying claims to the
land. Run by an organization named Elad, the dig seeks to unearth
the city built by King David, a key anchor for Jews’ biblical claim of
sovereignty over Jerusalem. While controversial both in its encroachment
on Palestinian homes — dozens are likely to be demolished — and
in Elad’s facilitation of Israeli settlement in traditionally Palestinian
areas, a number of students found that their discussion with an Elad
representative further revealed the complexity of the dispute.
“I realized that they are simply utilizing the legal system in place
in order to achieve a goal,” said Jessica Stringer ’12. “That’s really why
we are becoming lawyers — we want to further our clients’ interests
and further their goals.”
“During our time in Jerusalem it became increasingly difﬁcult to
distinguish between the concepts of ‘housing’ and ‘home,’” Boyce
noted. “Those are two very separate things. The notion of ‘home’
brings out a very visceral reaction in all of us. Both Israelis and
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Palestinians have a very intimate connection to the land and very
clear senses of why they are justiﬁed in calling it their ‘home,’ and
that’s what makes the situation so complex. It makes it very difﬁcult
to zero in on housing as if it’s a discrete thing, as opposed to something that’s inextricably linked with every aspect of our lives.”

Backroom candor, polarized rhetoric,
and the limits of international law
The students said they appreciated the candor offered by many of
the individuals they met with on both sides of the dispute, such as a
Jerusalem zoning ofﬁcial and a lawyer for the municipality, and an
outgoing member of the Palestine Liberation Organization’s negotiating team, which was in the process of dissolution.
“These meetings tended to reﬂect the nuance and sophistication
on both sides and the parties’ acknowledgment of the competing narratives. The people we met with seemed to say, ‘OK, let’s work within
this framework and try to ﬁgure something out,’” said Pearce. “That
was a refreshing change from some of the more tendentious and
overstated approaches from some of the groups advocating on one
side or the other.”
“You have these crucial issues of sovereignty, but when it comes
to determining what that actually means and who would have control
over things like allowing people into the city, it seemed that there
was more willingness to agree on certain aspects,” added Stringer.
Still, polarized rhetoric and domestic political issues on both sides
are likely to keep the conﬂict simmering — if not exploding — the
students agreed. It also was clear that in legal terms, the parties rely
on different sources of law: Broadly speaking, Palestinians and their
advocates assert rights and obligations under an international system,
while Israelis invoke domestic law as authoritative.
“I learned how little practical effect international law can have,”
said Stringer. “Understanding aspects of international human rights
and humanitarian law is important to see the overview, but in reality, they have little effective value. They are more bargaining chips

Proposing small steps
The students completed a polished draft of their paper by
the end of the semester and are continuing to work on it
with a view to publishing the piece. At their late March
presentation to the Duke Law community, Boyce summarized the observations shared by the diverse group after
their trip, and noted the dueling narratives on most points
in the Israel-Palestine conﬂict.
“A key theme is the notion of distrust,” she said.
“Through our visits and talks with community members,
we all got the sense that distrust can make it very hard to
ﬁnd common ground, even where it exists. The people we
talked to really did not have very different ideas about what
peace would look like or about where boundaries should
be drawn, but they had spent so much time treating each
other without dignity and dehumanizing one another that
the prospect of moving forward toward peace and reconciliation looked very bleak.
“More than anything we tried to formulate solutions
that might attempt to rebuild that trust. To us it became
less about where the lines are drawn and more about any
actions that can start rebuilding relationships and restoring trust.”
How might that work? “Coming from the outside, you
don’t want to dictate to people what they should do,” said
Adam Schupack ’11, who credited the March trip, his
fourth to Israel, with giving him a greater appreciation of
the complexities on the ground as well as a deeper personal desire to see both sides move toward a peaceful settlement of their differences. “Israel could consider increasing the amounts of municipal services into Palestinian
neighborhoods and, on the ﬂip side, Palestinians could try
to cooperate more with the municipality in making sure
those services can be delivered.”
The trip refreshed the students’ concept of law as a
“living instrument,” according to Boyce. “I think that for
all of us this trip was a great reminder of how the law can
be a driving force in all of our lives and of the way the
law molds our notion of ‘home’ and our understanding of
whom we can trust.” [
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than rights that can be asserted. They can be given up in
return for control of some areas.”
“There are certainly limits to either of these bodies
of law vis-à-vis trying to negotiate and reach settlements
on the broad issues in dispute,” said Pearce. “There’s
a legal framework and a political framework, but there
are all kinds of other ways we need to think creatively.”
Alternative dispute resolution and analogous systems
might be more helpful to the parties than a legal solution,
he suggested. “You have contesting legal systems and contesting narratives about what’s going on. A ‘legal’ answer
is inadequate.”
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Student report: Rebuilding trust is key
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How a

quadriplegic student
survived and thrived at Duke Law
— and profoundly affected his
community along the way
by Melinda Myers Vaughn
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Daniel Leslie

got
a standing ovation from many
of his classmates when he
crossed the stage in Cameron
Indoor Stadium to receive his
Duke Law hood on May 14.

He received similar applause when he was presented with the Justin Miller Award for citizenship at a
graduation gala two nights earlier — recognized by his classmates as one who “celebrates Duke, participates in
the Duke community, and exudes a spirit of optimism.”
“I think I speak for everyone in our class when I say that [Daniel] has taught us about life,” said Kristen
Wolff ’11, who presented him with the award. “He has taught us to never be too proud to ask for help. He has
taught us that asking for help is courageous. He has reminded us that there are things in life that are so much
more important than grades and project deadlines. He reminds us to savor life’s blessings.”
For Leslie, graduation was a reminder of life’s possibilities and a momentous marker on a journey that began
on a June 2004 evening, when he broke his neck with a dive into the shallow end of a friend’s pool.

BEFORE THE ACCIDENT,
Leslie was an accounting student at Brigham
Young University. A native
of Evergreen, Colo., he
envisioned a life of international work and travel. He
had launched his own business developing wireless Internet infrastructure and
looked forward to a career as an entrepreneur.
In the immediate aftermath of his accident,
Leslie held onto those plans. Though he could not
feel his body below his shoulders, he maintained
a calm conviction that he would resume his “real
life” soon. But after weeks of surgeries, tubes, pain
relievers, and complications including pneumonia,
blood clots, and partial blindness, Leslie’s doctor
made him face his new reality: He would not walk
again. He was a quadriplegic.
“I knew this was somehow in God’s plan for me,
and that I would be able to accomplish the things
I need to accomplish in life,” Leslie recalls. “That
hasn’t really wavered. But there have been times
when I wanted to give up, when it seemed to be
more than I could do. I really relied on my family,
my friends, and my faith.
“And who doesn’t do that? When life is hard, it’s
your family and faith in God that keep you going.”
As Leslie recovered, he had to relearn to eat, to
breathe, to speak. He could not move his body below

Facing
new
reality
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his neck, so he learned to operate a motorized wheelchair by blowing into a tube. He took each day, each
challenge at a time.
He resolved to return to school at BYU. That
meant learning to use his computer again — without
his hands.
“I had two methods of interacting with the computer,” he wrote in his application essay for law
school. “First, I dictated commands using voice recognition software, which quickly turned into yelling
commands and then giving the computer the silent
treatment and hoping it could guess what I wanted.
Second, I used an 18-inch stick clasped in my mouth
to punch out my instructions key-by-key. After seven
months, I was proﬁcient with both methods — but I
preferred the stick.”
One year after his accident, he returned to BYU.
At ﬁrst his sister took notes for him in classes. But
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he gradually found ways to live and work more independently. As
he adapted and excelled, his goals expanded.
He volunteered with the local low-income taxpayer program, assisting individuals, families, and small business owners in completing
their taxes. He was one of the top three ﬁlers of his group, managed
a team of 10 volunteers, and received a scholarship in recognition for
his service.
Leslie completed his bachelor’s degree in accounting and was
accepted into BYU’s graduate program, also in accounting. His interest in international travel and business — sparked by his two-year
Mormon mission to Russia prior to his accident — was reinvigorated
by his study of international markets, securities, and ﬁnance.
He focused on his next goal: law school.

LESLIE PICKED DUKE because of its
reputation, because he received ﬁnancial
aid, and because he wanted to study with
Professor James Cox, whose expertise in
finding
business law and securities regulation ﬁt
perfectly with Leslie’s interests.
his
Leslie also was intrigued by Duke’s
way
unique JD/LLM program, which allows students to complete a juris doctor and a master’s in international and comparative law in three years by starting school in the summer and completing additional coursework. Leslie arrived in May 2008 to begin his
law school career, along with about 45 other )s pursuing dual degrees.
“Being a summer starter gave me a huge advantage,” he says. “I
think I would have gotten a little lost if I started in the fall with the
rest of the class. I met a University of Utah graduate, Ryan Spiers, on

"
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my very ﬁrst day, and he became one of my best friends. The summer
starters become close friends, and that helped me.”
And Leslie needed help. In Utah, he had lived in his own apartment with care from home health aides. He assumed he would do the
same in North Carolina, but he had difﬁculty ﬁnding the necessary
assistance. When it became apparent that he could not live on his own
as he had in Utah, his mother, Lauri, decided to stay in Durham, leaving her husband behind in Colorado.
“My mom deserves so much credit. None of this would have been
possible without her help,” Leslie says of his mom, who missed milestones in her three daughters’ lives, including the birth of a grandchild,
while caring for her son. “I wouldn’t have even tried without her.”
His mother, for her part, didn’t think twice about her decision to
stay in Durham. “Daniel earned the right to come to law school —
he FBSOFE it,” she says. “We felt like he deserved the opportunity for
success. I quit working after he broke his neck; we knew his needs
would be so great, and my husband and I decided that I would
be the one to be there for him. In some ways, it’s been harder for
my husband. I get to see what’s going on; I get to be part of what
Daniel is doing.”
Leslie also had to rely on his classmates for help with momentto-moment needs at school — eating, setting up his laptop, and
arranging his backpack on his motorized wheelchair. Administrators
learned to anticipate his needs, ordering books in alternative formats
and investigating options for voice-recognition software. Members of
his church helped him and his mother settle into their apartments
and Durham.
“Dan was the ﬁrst person I met in law school,” says classmate
Spiers, who frequently drove Leslie to school. “It was sort of a novelty
to see someone typing with a stick in his mouth. But it didn’t take
long before I stopped noticing the chair altogether.”

LESLIE READILY ADMITS that law
The
Learning school challenged him in ways he didn’t
anticipate — and not just physically. The
Curve
ﬁrst year was a “huge learning curve,” he
says. “My grades were terrible.”
He had no idea how to outline a case. He
“never liked writing” and, as an accounting student, rarely had to write. After his
ﬁrst-year writing professor, Diane Dimond, told him it was critical to
success in the law — and that he barely would pass his ﬁrst semester
of legal writing — he made a point of taking a writing class each
semester for the rest of his time at Duke.
“I still struggle with writing. I still dislike it,” Leslie says. “But I
am a lot better at it, and I know I can do it.”
He received his lowest grade ever, a 2.7, in Professor Doriane
Coleman’s notoriously tough Torts class.
Leslie was stunned by the grade. He had enjoyed the class and felt
certain he knew the material. So he met with Coleman to seek feedback on his exam. She reread it with him and told him the problem
was not so much that his answers were wrong, but that they were
inadequate. He hadn’t discussed the relevant cases or cited applicable
rules. “What are your notes like?” Coleman asked.
Leslie can’t take notes.
“When I told her I didn’t take notes, she said, ‘That’s ridiculous.
You have to have notes.’ And she was right. I had been paying attention in class, reading the cases. I could tell you who did what, that this
person crashed his buggy into this person. I remembered the facts,
but not the law. And the law is what I needed to know. I needed notes.”
Leslie changed his approach. He asked someone in each class to
take notes for him. He listened differently. His grades improved. And
he started to have fun.
Even as he surmounted challenge after challenge in the classroom,
he learned to take advantage of the many beneﬁts of attending Duke
University. Chief among them: basketball games. “I was not a basketball fan when I came to Duke, but it’s impossible to be here and
not become one,” says Leslie, who came up a winner in the graduatestudent basketball ticket lottery in each of his three years at Duke.
“When they built Cameron [Indoor Stadium], they obviously didn’t
think much about people in wheelchairs coming to games. This was a
HSFBUUIJOH. There was no place for me to sit except on the ﬂoor, courtside. I’ve been to the Dean Dome [at UNC] two times, and it’s terrible! I
had to sit halfway up the stadium. I couldn’t see anything. In Cameron,
one of the players once fell into me diving for a ball. It was great!”
Leslie also got involved in a variety of Law School programs.
He served as vice president of the J. Reuben Clark Society (the
Mormon law student organization), prepared tax returns with
the Volunteer Income Tax Assistance program, and, through the
Business Law Society, helped organize ESQ, the Law School’s
annual business law symposium.
“One of my favorite memories from my ) year is going to the
Duke Lemur Center with Dan and some other friends,” says class-
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mate and fellow summer starter Elizabeth Hall ’11. “I ordinarily
would not have taken time away from studying to do this, but Dan
helped organize the trip and convinced me to go. It turned out to be
a really good day and was deﬁnitely worth the study break. Dan really
likes to try new things, and his enthusiasm is contagious.”

NEGOTIATING A TRIP in a wheelchair
to Duke’s Lemur Center is one thing; a
trip abroad is quite another. The prospect of studying at one of Duke’s summer institutes in either Hong Kong or
Geneva — a requirement for all students
in Duke’s JD/LLM program — was highly
unsettling for Leslie.
“I was really afraid of the idea of going from one location to another,” he says. “I had only been on one plane since my accident, for a
short ﬂight from Salt Lake to Los Angeles. An international trip was a
whole different thing — I didn’t know how I would handle my health
care. I didn’t know if public transportation would be accessible.”
He decided to go to Geneva. He researched transportation options
and connected online with people in wheelchairs who lived there. Law
School administrators gathered information about wheelchair access
in classrooms and housing. He also found catastrophic insurance
that would cover anything unrelated to his “pre-existing condition.”
His mother agreed to go as well. “I couldn’t have done it without her,”
Leslie says.
And when he got to Geneva, he asked for help — and he found it.
“The international students were angels,” says Spiers, who also
attended the Geneva institute. “They carried him into the buses, carried him to the top deck of the cruise boat. Because he had to take his
manual chair instead of his powered chair, all the students pitched in
to help him. Every 30 or 40 minutes in class, we knew we needed to
lean his chair back to shift his weight. Someone would just jump up
and do it.”
Leslie excelled in his courses in Geneva, too, which was a welcome
boost after a trying ﬁrst year. “It gave me the conﬁdence that I could
perform at a very high level despite not being able to get around as

Not just
NORMAL
but EXTRAORDINARY
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happens that you don’t think of him as disabled. He’s just a guy who
comes around in a chair. Everything else about him is not just normal — it’s extraordinary.”
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MANY WHO CAME TO KNOW Leslie
during his time at Duke Law say his lack
of self-consciousness is among his most
striking traits. His openness and ability
to put people at ease are indications of his
courage and determination to engage fully
in his life, says Professor Coleman.
“I think he just decided very early on
that he would embrace his life fully, and that to do that he has to
allow himself to be dependent on others who could take care of him
in the ways he can’t take care of himself,” Coleman says.
“For Daniel, everything from getting to school to getting to class
to getting his lunch to going to the bathroom to putting on a jacket
or taking off a jacket — everything takes a team,” she adds. “He
embraces his team, and we embrace being his team. It happens
seamlessly because he has decided to live his life, to become a lawyer, to engage. It is remarkable to watch. I’ve just been a teacher.
Many others have been bigger parts of that team. Both he and the
team have been extraordinary.”
Leslie, who plans a career in international business law and
securities after he takes the California bar exam this summer,
believes he has thrived at Duke in part because the community is
small and collaborative.
“I wanted a place where I could get to know everybody by name,”
he says. “When people don’t know me, I’m just a guy in a wheelchair.
But when people get to know me, they see past my disability.
“And I always have to ask for help, so there was a practical reason for choosing a law school with a smaller student body,” he
adds. “It’s easier to say, ‘Hey, Paul, could you get that door for me?’
than ‘Hey, you!’”
In much the same way that he pushed himself through recovery
after his accident — step by step, challenge by challenge — Leslie
pushed himself to succeed at Duke Law. He says he has done so both
for himself and for “his team.”
“My whole family is supporting me,” he says. “I have the conﬁdence of the people at this great Law School who brought me here,
the alumni who made donations that supported my scholarship. So
many people have invested in me — whether they gave me a ride to
school, gave me their notes, or just opened a door for me.
“It’s like when you watch a movie: You want to see the hero beat the
bad guy, or ﬁnd the treasure, or get to the top of the mountain. I think
that’s why we help each other. We like to see people overcome challenges and accomplish great things. People are rooting for me. And I don’t
want to let them down.” [

WITH,
and FOR,
the TEAM

easily,” he says. “I realized I really could do anything — I just might
need to ask for help.”
During his second year, Leslie hit his academic stride. He took several business law and ﬁnance courses and relished his immersion in a
subject that excited him.
“Dan is a remarkable student,” says Professor Cox, for whom Leslie
served as research assistant on a project examining shareholder
lawsuits ﬁled under the Private Securities Litigation Reform Act.
“The acuity with which he can penetrate dense material is amazing. He brought real maturity and insightfulness to our classes, and
he received the highest grade — by a wide margin — in Corporate
Finance. When he worked for me, he created a program to extract
data, organize it, and format it in a way that saved us a tremendous
amount of time and effort. He did this completely on his own initiative. His work was tremendous. He worked mostly [at a distance] with
one of the economists working with me on the study, and she had no
idea of his disability.”
For his ) summer, Leslie secured an internship at the Securities
and Exchange Commission in Washington, D.C. He worked in
the Division of Corporate Finance, reviewing corporate disclosure
statements to ensure accuracy and compliance with disclosure and
accounting requirements for publicly traded companies. He loved the
work, and he made an impression on his colleagues.
“He received rave reviews from his colleagues at the SEC,” Cox
says. “You just can’t help but be impressed by him. He’s not just talented; he’s gifted. He’s knowledgeable and resourceful. It somehow
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“What
Choice

do we
Have?”

AURI LESLIE didn’t hesitate to put
her life on hold to help her son
go to law school. “Why become a
parent if you’re going to quit when
the job gets hard?” she says. “My job
wasn’t finished.”
She has been a regular presence in
the hallways at Duke, working on and
off in temporary positions for various
departments and getting to know her
son’s classmates. She even became something of a surrogate grandmother to the young
daughter of Ryan Spiers ’11 and his wife, who
lived nearby.
“One thing most parents don’t get to know
is how amazing the young people who attend
this school are,” she says. “They are the most
kind, most generous, brightest people you
could ever hope to meet. I hear people make

lawyer jokes and I think, ‘You just haven’t met
the students at Duke Law School.’ I have been
so impressed.”
Daniel, of course, has made an impression
on his classmates. Many have noted that seeing him push past so many obstacles in order
to succeed academically has helped to reshape
their own attitudes about life and success.
“It’s sort of a joke among people with
spinal cord injuries — everyone always says,
‘You are such an inspiration,’ and the comments almost seem trite,” Lauri says. “This is
just our life — what choice do we have? But
I do think that when you encounter someone
who is different from you or has overcome
challenges — if you take time to get to know
them, you get to know more about yourself,
too. You develop a new understanding of
what truly is important.” [
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AO`OAc\0SOZS
SCHOLAR OF FEDERAL CRIMINAL LAW AND POLICY
TURNS HER EYE TO THE WAY PROSECUTORS ASSUME POWER

B

HE UNITED STATES MAY BE the only
country with a system of electing prosecutors, and even its process of appointing U.S. attorneys “may be more fraught
with political inf luence” than that in other
common law countries, according to Sara
Sun Beale, the Charles L.B. Lowndes
Professor of Law. To find out, she has
launched a comparative study of the way
prosecutors assume power in the United
States and elsewhere; to date she has examined the prosecutorial systems in Australia
and New Zealand as part of this effort.
The project builds on Beale’s lengthy body
of scholarship on the federal government’s
involvement in the criminal justice system
and was sparked, in part, by her recent
examination of the identity and role of U.S.
attorneys following allegations that politics
inﬂuenced hiring within the Department
of Justice during the Bush administration.
Beale spoke with %VLF-BX.BHB[JOF about
her current study.
2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S(How did our system of appointing U.S. attorneys and electing district attorneys come about?
AO`O0SOZS(The Constitution puts all
federal judicial power in the Supreme Court
“and such lower courts as Congress may
create.” Congress almost immediately decided to create a system of federal trial courts.
They created the districts and judges, and
that’s the way they did the U.S. attorneys,
too. They were selected and sent off to their
districts to be federal law enforcement.
They weren’t even paid by Congress, they
were paid by the fees in their cases. There
was very little supervision, transportation,
and communication in the late 1700s. U.S.
attorneys were appointed from the state,
usually with the support of the local senator.

&
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The position of U.S. attorney general
was originally a part-time position. The
Department of Justice was created after the
Civil War, and eventually we got the criminal and civil divisions, headed by political
appointees. So we now have a two-tier system, part of which is geographically based
and part of which is subject-matter based
and centralized in Washington. The interaction between those is pretty interesting.
I think there is some real value to adapting
federal law to the values and problems of local
areas and that happens well when the people
administering federal law are from that locality. It’s an interesting question, whether you
should have that lack of uniformity.
2:;( What are your concerns about the way
U.S. prosecutors assume power?
A0( Political inﬂuence seems to be a clear
danger. Strom Thurmond’s 28-year-old son
was appointed to be a prosecutor when he had
tried something like four cases. He ended up
supervising an ofﬁce full of prosecutors with
an average of 11 years of experience.
The bigger difference is that other countries don’t elect prosecutors. I can’t tell you
how many prosecutors from other countries
have said to me, “This is hard enough, what
I do. I can’t even imagine what it would be
like trying to do this job with an election
always looming.” Their idea of professional
neutrality and independence means that you
are not appointed by or responsible directly
to elected ofﬁcials.
Looking at the U.S system, I was concerned about the problems that can arise
from our methods of selecting prosecutors,
such as the U.S. attorney ﬁrings in the Bush
administration, the problems related to
the conduct of Durham D.A. Mike Nifong,
among other things. It made me think, “I just

really want to ﬁgure out how other people do
this, because I know they do it differently.”
2:;(Are other systems translatable to the
United States?
A0( You have to ask, “To what degree are
there differences in the political, social, and
legal cultures?”
In New Zealand, the prosecution of individual cases is done by private lawyers, if
you can imagine that. The attorney general
selects these attorneys, called crown solicitors, from ﬁrms, and they decide whether
to prosecute and try most serious criminal
cases. That’s an interesting system, and
there are things we can learn from it, but it’s
hard to imagine that translating directly to
the U.S., where many law ﬁrms have political ties and where there is such cutthroat
competition between ﬁrms.
2:;( Is it your intent to suggest a different
way of doing things?
A0( I don’t expect either the states or the federal government will change the basic process of selecting chief prosecutors. But there

4OQcZbg4]Qca
may still be lessons that can be applied here.
For example, in some prior work on U.S.
attorneys I suggested some feasible changes
that might have a beneﬁcial effect, such
as having a group with some professional
stature advise the senator and the president
on a slate of nominees for U.S. attorney, so
that you don’t start out with the senator’s son
who has no experience. Similarly, I think
it’s appropriate to limit contacts between the
White House and members of Congress with
prosecutors. There’s no good reason for them
to be in contact. It might be that similarly,
in the state system, we might be willing to
think about structural changes if we can be
persuaded that this can be a problem.
But I don’t know how many people really
think of our system as ﬂawed. The disaggregation and dispersion of this power
is something that people don’t appreciate,
and they don’t appreciate how different it
is in other places and how this culture of
political control, for pretty obvious reasons,
has taken root. ['PSSFTU/PSNBO
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PUBLIC LAW SCHOLARS JOIN FACULTY

B

WO TOP PUBLIC LAW SCHOLARS joined the governing faculty on July 1. Margaret
H. Lemos, a scholar of constitutional law, federal courts, and civil procedure joins
the faculty as a professor of law. She came to Duke from the Benjamin N. Cardozo School
of Law, where she was an associate professor. Stephen E. Sachs is an emerging scholar
in the areas of civil procedure, constitutional law, Anglo-American legal history, and conf lict of laws. He previously was an associate in the litigation practice at Mayer Brown in
Washington, D.C.
“These are two wonderful additions to our faculty,” said Dean David F. Levi. “Professor
Lemos brings signiﬁcant strength to our public law faculty. She has a remarkable facility
for reimagining existing and even settled questions from a new viewpoint. She is a superb
teacher and mentor who will contribute greatly to our students’ experience at Duke Law.
“Professor Sachs is one of the most promising young scholars of his generation. He
has distinguished himself in every academic setting and comes to us having clerked for the
Chief Justice and for Judge Stephen Williams. His scholarship is already well advanced.
He is a great ﬁt for Duke Law.”

;O`UO`Sb:S[]a

Sara Sun Beale
Recent and forthcoming scholarship
«5IF4UPSZPG°&XJOHW$BMJGPSOJB±5ISFF
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%JTUJOHVJTIFETDIPMBSPGDPOTUJUVUJPOBMMBX 
GFEFSBMDPVSUT BOEDJWJMQSPDFEVSFBMTPMBVEFE
BTFYDFQUJPOBMUFBDIFSBOENFOUPS
Lemos focuses her scholarship on the
institutions of law interpretation and
enforcement and their effects on substantive rights.
A productive scholar, Lemos writes
in four related ﬁelds: federalism and the
relationship between federal and state
enforcement authorities; administrative
law, including the relationship between
courts and agencies; statutory interpretation; and civil procedure. She also is a
highly regarded teacher; Cardozo students
voted Lemos the “best ﬁrst-year teacher”
in 2010 and in 2011.
In her most recent work on federalism,
“State Enforcement of Federal Law,” forthcoming in the /FX:PSL6OJWFSTJUZ-BX
3FWJFX, she focuses on the importance of
state attorneys general in the enforcement
of federal law. She argues that state ofﬁcials can use enforcement choices to further their own policy preferences, and that
state enforcement can ﬁll gaps in federal
enforcement. Such augmentation of federal enforcement with the efforts of state
ofﬁcials, she says, can help reduce agency

capture, or the risk of companies developing undue inﬂuence on the government
agencies that regulate them.
Prior to launching her academic career
at Cardozo in 2006, Lemos was a Furman
Fellow and then the Furman Program coordinator at the New York University School
of Law. She clerked for Judge Kermit V.
Lipez of the United States Court of Appeals
for the First Circuit from 2001 to 2002 and
then served a year as a Bristow Fellow in
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the Ofﬁce of the Solicitor General in the U.S.
Department of Justice. She also clerked for
Justice John Paul Stevens.
Lemos received her JD TVNNBDVNMBVEF
from NYU School of Law in 2001. She was
senior notes editor of the /FX:PSL6OJWFSTJUZ
-BX3FWJFX and a member of Order of the
Coif. At NYU, she won the Benjamin F.
Butler Memorial Award for unusual distinction in scholarship; the Edward Weinfeld
Prize for distinguished scholarship in the
area of federal courts and civil procedure;
and the Paul D. Kaufman Award for most
outstanding note for -BX3FWJFXShe
received a BA in political science from Brown
University, NBHOBDVNMBVEF, with honors in
1997, winning the Philo Sherman Bennett
Award for the best thesis in political theory.
“Maggie Lemos is an award-winning
teacher, an institutional citizen of the ﬁrst
rank, and an excellent scholar of administrative law, legislation, procedure, and federalism,” said Neil Siegel, professor of law
and political science and director of Duke’s
Program in Public Law. “An expert on statutory implementation, Maggie examines what
happens to legislation after it is enacted, and
she clariﬁes the ways in which the ‘how’ of
enforcement and interpretation determine
what the law really means in practice. This
illuminating approach has led her to write
recently about courts, agencies, private plaintiffs, and state attorneys general.”
“For me, the best parts of being a law
professor are interactive. They happen when
students and faculty members get together
to think and talk about the law and legal
systems, not when we professors are holed
up alone with our computers,” Lemos said.
“Duke is a great place for those interactions,
as it combines impressive student and faculty credentials with a real emphasis on collegiality. My scholarly interests touch on several different ﬁelds, and being part of Duke’s
fantastic public law faculty will give me an
opportunity to work with and learn from colleagues in all of those ﬁelds.” [
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Sachs’ research, which spans a variety of
substantive topics, centers on the history of
procedural and private law and the current
implications of that history for public law
and current disputes. In a recent work, he
applied historical analysis to interpret the
Full Faith and Credit Clause and the power
of Congress over the effect of state records
in other states. Much of Sachs’ research
addresses “topics that are normally thought
of as ‘constitutional law,’ but which cannot
be considered as fully contained within the
Constitution’s text,” he wrote in a research
statement. “Rather, they concern preexisting bodies of law — ‘backdrops’ — that
have been entrenched against various forms
of subconstitutional change.” In one forthcoming work, he defends the existence and
legitimacy of these backdrops as a category
of American law.
“I am particularly impressed by the scholarly respect that his work on the Full Faith
and Credit Clause shows for the historical
materials he engages,” said Siegel.
Sachs clerked for Chief Justice John G.
Roberts Jr. during the 2009-2010 Supreme
Court term. He clerked for Judge Stephen F.

Williams on the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the D.C. Circuit in 2007-2008, prior to joining Mayer Brown.
A 2007 graduate of Yale Law School,
where he was executive editor of the :BMF-BX
+PVSOBM and served both as executive editor
and articles editor of the :BMF-BX1PMJDZ
3FWJFX, Sachs was a Rhodes Scholar, graduating from Oxford University in 2004 with a
ﬁrst-class BA degree in politics, philosophy,
and economics. He received his AB TVNNB
DVNMBVEFin history from Harvard University
in 2002, graduating ﬁrst in his class and
winning the Sophia Freund Prize.
Having shared classes with his future colleague at Yale, Professor Joseph Blocher, a
constitutional scholar, says Sachs possesses
a “truly astonishing” intellect. “His brain
waves are strong enough to toast bread,”
Blocher jokes. “Steve has an absolutely
relentless mind, which is equally adept
when addressing overarching questions of
constitutional structure and detailed questions of civil procedure. When you combine
that with his curiosity, sense of humor, and
open-mindedness, he’s a natural scholar.
He simply loves ideas. He’s also extremely
generous and warm and will be a fantastic
teacher and colleague. We’re extremely lucky
to have landed him.”
“I am thrilled to be coming to Duke,”
says Sachs. “It’s got an extremely warm and
engaging atmosphere. It’s rare to ﬁnd a place
where people are so brilliant and so collegial
at the same time.”
Sachs will teach Civil Procedure in the
fall 2011 semester.
Both Lemos and Sachs add additional heft
to the Law School’s renowned constitutional
and public law faculty, which includes Ernest
Young, Curtis Bradley, Neil Siegel, Guy-Uriel
Charles, and Joseph Blocher; Christopher
Schroeder, the Charles S. Murphy Professor
of Law and Public Policy Studies, is on leave
while heading the Ofﬁce of Legal Policy
in the U.S. Department of Justice. Duke
also is home to the Program in Public Law,
which sponsors scholarship, symposia, and
other programming to promote a better
understanding of public institutions and
the constitutional framework in which they
function. The Program in Public Law is generously supported by Richard Horvitz ’78.[
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«FACULTY NEWS BRIEFS
DE FIGUEIREDO SECURES GRANT
FOR GOOD GOVERNMENT STUDY
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SCHWARCZ TESTIFIES BEFORE SENATE PANEL
ABOUT SECURITIZATION MARKETS

>

`]TSaa]` AbSdS\AQVeO`QhUFTUJGJFEPOUIFTUBUFPGUIFTFDVSJUJ[B
UJPONBSLFUTCFGPSFUIF4VCDPNNJUUFFPO4FDVSJUJFT *OTVSBODF BOE
*OWFTUNFOUPGUIF644FOBUF$PNNJUUFFPO#BOLJOH )PVTJOH BOE6SCBO
"GGBJSTPO.BZ5IF4UBOMFZ"4UBS1SPGFTTPSPG-BX#VTJOFTT 4DIXBSD[
JTBMFBEJOHTDIPMBSPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMGJOBODFBOEDBQJUBMNBSLFUT CBOLSVQUDZ 
BOEDPNNFSDJBMMBX BOEIFMQFEQJPOFFSUIFGJFMEPGBTTFUTFDVSJUJ[BUJPOBT
BQSBDUJUJPOFS)JTCPPL 4USVDUVSFE'JOBODF "(VJEFUPUIF1SJODJQMFTPG"TTFU
4FDVSJUJ[BUJPO EFEJUJPOXJUITVQQMFNFOUT JTPOFPGUIFNPTUXJEFMZVTFEUFYUT
JOUIFGJFME BOEIFJTUIFBVUIPSPGOVNFSPVTTDIPMBSMZBSUJDMFTPOUIFTVCKFDU
"SHVJOHUIBUTFDVSJUJ[BUJPONBSLFUTDBOCF®BNBKPSTPVSDFPGDBQJUBMGPSNB
UJPO ZJFMEJOHDSJUJDBMFDPOPNJDCFOFGJUT¯BOEIBWF CZBOEMBSHF XPSLFEXFMM
GPSEFDBEFT 4DIXBSD[DBVUJPOFEUIBUSFHVMBUJPONVTUSFTQPOEUPUIFGBDUUIBU
®JODSFBTJOHDPNQMFYJUZ DPVQMFEXJUIIVNBODPNQMBDFODZ BNPOHPUIFSGBDUPST 
XJMMNBLFGBJMVSFTWJSUVBMMZJOFWJUBCMF¯"OFYDFSQUGSPNIJTUFTUJNPOZGPMMPXT
®5PUIBUFOE JUJTJNQPSUBOUUPQVUJOUPQMBDF CFGPSFUIFTFGBJMVSFTPDDVS 
SFHVMBUPSZSFTQPOTFTUPGBJMVSFTUIBUTVQQMFNFOUSFHVMBUPSZSFTUSJDUJPOT
JOUFOEFEUPQSFWFOUGBJMVSFT5IFGJOBODJBMDSJTJTIBTTIPXOUIFJODSFBTJOH
JNQPSUBODF GPSFYBNQMF PGGJOBODJBM FH TFDVSJUJFT NBSLFUTBOEUIFOFFE
UPQSPUFDUUIFNBHBJOTUUIFQPUFOUJBMUIBUJOWFTUPSQBOJDBSUJGJDJBMMZESJWFT
EPXONBSLFUQSJDFT CFDPNJOHBTFMGGVMGJMMJOHQSPQIFDZ"QPTTJCMFSFHVMBUP
SZSFTQPOTFXPVMECFUPDSFBUFGJOBODJBMNBSLFUTUBCJMJ[FST TVDIBTBNBSLFU
MJRVJEJUZQSPWJEFSPGMBTUSFTPSUUIBUDPVMEBDUBUUIFPVUTFUPGBQBOJD QSPGJU
BCMZJOWFTUJOHJOTFDVSJUJFTBUBEFFQEJTDPVOUGSPNUIFNBSLFUQSJDFBOETUJMM
QSPWJEJOHB°GMPPS±UPIPXMPXUIFNBSLFUXJMMESPQ
®*UBMTPJTJNQPSUBOUUPQSPWJEFJODFOUJWFTGPSGJOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOTUPUSZUP
NJOJNJ[FUIFJNQBDUPGGBJMVSFT °FYUFSOBMJUJFT± BOEUPBCTPSC JF °JOUFSOBM
J[F± UIFDPTUXIFOGBJMVSFTPDDVS5IJTDPVMECFEPOF GPSFYBNQMF CZSFHVMB
UJPOSFRVJSJOHBUMFBTUTZTUFNJDBMMZJNQPSUBOUNBSLFUQBSUJDJQBOUTUPDPOUSJC
VUFUPBSJTLGVOE XIJDIDPVMECFVTFEBTBTPVSDFPGTUBCJMJ[BUJPO TVDIBTCZ
GVOEJOHUIFGJOBODJBMNBSLFUTUBCJMJ[FSTSFGFSFODFEBCPWF 'VOEDPOUSJCVUPST
XPVMEUIFOCFNPUJWBUFEOPUPOMZUPCFUUFSNPOJUPSUIFJSPXOCFIBWJPSCVU
BMTPUPNPOJUPSUIFCFIBWJPSPGPUIFSGJOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOTXIPTFGBJMVSFT
DPVMEEFQMFUFUIFGVOE SFRVJSJOHDPOUSJCVUPSTUPQBZJONPSF ¯[

`]TSaa]`8]V\RS4WUcSW`SR]IBTSFDFJWFEB HSBOU
GSPNUIF/BUJPOBM4DJFODF'PVOEBUJPOUPQVSTVFBTUVEZPO
CBMBODJOHQPMJUJDTBOEFYQFSUJTFJOHPWFSONFOUBHFODJFT
%F'JHVFJSFEPJTDPMMBCPSBUJOHXJUIQPMJUJDBMTDJFOUJTUT$IBSMFT
$BNFSPO PG1SJODFUPO6OJWFSTJUZBOE%BWJE-FXJTPG7BOEFSCJMU6OJWFSTJUZ
POBOFNQJSJDBMTUVEZUPVOEFSTUBOE JOFTTFODF IPXUPNBLFHPPEHPW
FSONFOU5IFZBSFGPDVTJOHPOUIFPQFSBUJPOTPGCVSFBVDSBDJFTBOEUIF
FSONFOU
5IFZBSFGPDVTJOHPO
BENJOJTUSBUJWFQSPDFTT
BTLJOHIPXHPWFSONFOUTDBO
BENJOJTUSBU
CFTUJODFOUJWJ[FDJWJMTFSWBOUTXJUIPVUQBZJOHUIFN
CFTUJODF
NPOFUBSZSFXBSET
UIFHPMETUBOEBSEGPSJODFOUJWJ[
NPOFUBSZ
JOHXPSLFSTJOUIFQSJWBUFTFDUPS
JOHXPSL
®0OFPGUIFIBMMNBSLTPGHPPEHPWFSONFOUJT
®0OF
UIBUZPVIBWFDJWJMTFSWBOUTXIPJOWFTUJOCVJMEJOH
UIBUZPV
FYQFSUJTFJOBHJWFOBSFB
¯FYQMBJOTEF'JHVFJSFEP B
FYQFSUJTF
UPQTDIPMBSPGDPNQFUJUJWFTUSBUFHZ
QPMJUJDBMBOE
UPQTDI
MFHBMTUSBUFHZ
MBXBOEFDPOPNJDT BOEUIF
M
NBOBHFNFOUPGJOOPWBUJPO
,FFQJOHQPMJUJDBMBQQPJOUFFTGSPNPWFS
MZQPMJUJDJ[JOHBHFODJFTJTBOJNQPSUBOU
JODFOUJWFGPSDJWJMTFSWBOUT IFBEET[

GRIFFIN RECEIVES DBA’S
DISTINGUISHED TEACHING AWARD

2

6,&-"8456%&/54IPOPSFE>`]TSaa]`:WaO9S`\
5`WTTW\XJUIUIF%VLF#BS"TTPDJBUJPO±T%JTUJOHVJTIFE
5FBDIJOH"XBSE
-FJHI-MFXFMZO±BOE1BVM8PPEBSE±QSFTFOUFEUIFBXBSEUP
(SJGGJO BGPSNFSGFEFSBMQSPTFDVUPSXIPUFBDIFTDSJNJOBMQSPDFEVSF 
FWJEFODF BOEFUIJDT BUBO"QSJMDFSFNPOZ
5IFTUVEFOUTMBVEFEIFSDPNNJUNFOUUP
FOHBHJOHXJUITUVEFOUTCPUIJOTJEFBOE
PVUTJEFUIFDMBTTSPPNBOEIFSBCJMJUZUP
USBOTMBUFUIFDPNQMFYJUJFTPGDSJNJOBM
MBXJOUPSFBMMJGFTJUVBUJPOT
®)FSBCJMJUZUPTPSUUISPVHIUIJT
KVNCMFJTUSVMZJNQSFTTJWF CVUXIBU
TUSJLFTNFNPSFJTIFSBCJMJUZUP
UBLFTUVEFOUTXJUIIFS UP
TIPXIPXUIFQBSUT
GJUBTBXIPMFBOE
GVODUJPOPVUTJEF
PGUIFTFXBMMT ¯
-MFXFMZOTBJE[
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«FACULTY NEWS BRIEFS
KRAWIEC, KNIGHT HONORED WITH DISTINGUISHED CHAIRS

>

`]TSaa]`a9W[PS`Zg29`OeWSQBOE
8OQY9\WUVbIBWFCFFOIPOPSFEXJUI
%JTUJOHVJTIFE$IBJSBXBSETGSPN%VLF6OJWFSTJUZ
,SBXJFDCFDBNFUIF,BUISJOF3PCJOTPO&WFSFUU
1SPGFTTPSPG-BXPO+VMZ"IJHIMZSFHBSEFETDIPMBS
JODPSQPSBUFMBXBOEGJOBODJBMNBSLFUTXIPKPJOFE
UIF%VLF-BXGBDVMUZJO IFSSFTFBSDIJOUFSFTUT
TQBOBWBSJFUZPGGJFMET JODMVEJOHUIFFNQJSJDBM
BOBMZTJTPGDPOUSBDUEJTQVUFTUIFDIPJDFPGPSHBOJ[B
UJPOBMGPSNCZQSPGFTTJPOBMTFSWJDFGJSNT JODMVEJOH
MBXGJSNTCBOOFEDPNNFSDJBMFYDIBOHFTDPSQPSBUF
DPNQMJBODFTZTUFNTJOTJEFSUSBEJOHEFSJWBUJWFT
IFEHJOHQSBDUJDFTBOE®SPHVF¯USBEJOH
®*O TIFXSPUFBOBSUJDMFJOUIF0SFHPO
-BX3FWJFXNBLJOHBOBSHVNFOUUIBUXBTVOVTVBM
GPSUIFUJNFCVUOPXBQQFBSTQSFTDJFOU UIBU
CBOLTIBEBOJODFOUJWFUPSFXBSE°SPHVF±USBEJOH
CFDBVTFUIFJODSFBTFESJTLNFBOUUIFZXPVMEQSPGJU
GSPNUIJTBDUJWJUZ ¯OPUFE%VLF1SFTJEFOU3JDIBSE
#SPEIFBEJOIJTDJUBUJPO,SBXJFD±TSFDFOUTDIPMBS
TIJQBEESFTTFTJTTVFTPGEJWFSTJUZJOUIFDPSQPSBUF

CPBSESPPNBOEPSHBOJ[BUJPOBMNJTDPOEVDUBOE
USBEFXJUIJOGPSCJEEFOPSDPOUFTUFENBSLFUT 
JODMVEJOHUIFDPNQFUJOHGPSDFTBUXPSL TVDIBT
BMUSVJTNBOENPOFZ JOUIF®CBCZNBSLFU¯
"U%VLF-BX ,SBXJFDUFBDIFT#VTJOFTT
"TTPDJBUJPOT 'JOBODJBM%FSJWBUJWFT 5BCPP5SBEFT
BOE'PSCJEEFO&YDIBOHFT BOE3FBEJOHTJO&UIJDT
,OJHIUCFDBNFUIF'SFEFSJD$MFBWFMBOE1SPGFTTPS
PG-BXBOE1PMJUJDBM4DJFODFPO+VMZ

HOROWITZ RECEIVES HONORARY DEGREE

>

`]TSaa]`2]\OZR:6]`]eWbh UIF
+BNFT#%VLF1SPGFTTPSPG-BXBOE1PMJUJDBM
4DJFODF SFDFJWFEBOIPOPSBSZEPDUPSBUFGSPNUIF
7SJKF6OJWFSTJUFJU#SVTTFMPO.BZ5IFIPOPSXBT
BXBSEFEJOBQQSFDJBUJPOPG)PSPXJU[±T®BDBEFNJD
DPOUSJCVUJPOTBUTFWFSBMQSFTUJHJPVTVOJWFSTJUJFTBOE
SFTFBSDIJOTUJUVUFTBOEGPS<IJT>BDIJFWFNFOUTJO
SFTFBSDIPOFUIOJDDPOGMJDUT GFEFSBMJTN BOEEFNPD
SBUJ[BUJPO ¯XSPUF1SPGFTTPS1BVM%F,OPQ SFDUPSPG
UIFJOTUJUVUJPO
"MFBEJOHFYQFSUPOUIFQSPCMFNTPGEJWJEFETPDJFUJFTBOEJTTVFTSFMBUFEUP
DPOTUJUVUJPOCVJMEJOH )PSPXJU[TQFOUUIFBDBEFNJDZFBSBTBGFMMPX
BUUIF8PPESPX8JMTPO*OUFSOBUJPOBM$FOUFSGPS4DIPMBST UIF8JMTPO$FOUFS 
JO8BTIJOHUPO %$)BWJOHBMSFBEZDPNQMFUFEDBTFTUVEJFTPODPOTUJUVUJPOBM
EFTJHOJO/PSUIFSO*SFMBOE 'JKJ #PTOJB BOE$ZQSVT IFEFWPUFEIJTGFMMPXTIJQUP
UIFDSPTTOBUJPOBMBOBMZUJDBMQPSUJPOPGBCPPLPOUIBUTVCKFDU
*O)PSPXJU[XJMMCFB+FOOJOHT3BOEPMQI4FOJPS'FMMPXBUUIF64
*OTUJUVUFPG1FBDF
)PSPXJU[±TCPPLTJODMVEF5IF%FBEMZ&UIOJD3JPU  &UIOJD(SPVQTJO
$POGMJDU EFE BOE"%FNPDSBUJD4PVUI"GSJDB $POTUJUVUJPOBM
&OHJOFFSJOHJOB%JWJEFE4PDJFUZ  BOEIFIBTQVCMJTIFEBOFYUFOTJWFTUVEZ
PG*TMBNJDMBXBOEUIFUIFPSZPGMFHBMDIBOHF)FSFDFOUMZDPNQMFUFEBCPPL
NBOVTDSJQUPOIPX*OEPOFTJBCFDBNFBDPOTUJUVUJPOBMEFNPDSBDZ)FBMTPIBT
DPOTVMUFEXJEFMZPOJOTUJUVUJPOTBOEQPMJDJFTUIBUNJHIUCFBEPQUFEUPQSPNPUF
EFNPDSBDZBOESFEVDFFUIOJDTUSJGFJODPOGMJDUBSFBTUISPVHIPVUUIFXPSME [
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"MFBEJOHGJHVSFJOUIFTUVEZPGEFNPDSBUJDJOTUJ
UVUJPOTXIPKPJOFEUIF%VLF-BXGBDVMUZJO 
,OJHIUTUVEJFTNPEFSOTPDJBMBOEQPMJUJDBMUIFPSZ 
MBXBOEMFHBMUIFPSZ BOEQPMJUJDBMFDPOPNZ)F
TFSWFTBTJOBVHVSBMDPEJSFDUPSPGUIF-BX4DIPPM±T
OFX$FOUFSGPS+VEJDJBM4UVEJFT 4FFTUPSZ 1BHF
®*UIBTCFFOTBJEUIBUIFCSJEHFTUIFXPSMETPG
UIFTDIPMBSPGQPMJUJDBMQIJMPTPQIZBOEUIFUIFPSJTU
BOEQSBDUJUJPOFSPGUIFMBX ¯#SPEIFBETBJE®)JT
QBUICSFBLJOHSFTFBSDIIBTTUVEJFEUIFNPUJWB
UJPOTBOEEFDJTJPOTPGKVEHFT IPXDPVSUTNBLF
EFDJTJPOT BOEIPXKVEHFTDIPPTFUIFJSQPTJUJPOT
JOPQJOJPOT)FIBTBMTPDPOTJEFSFEUIFFGGFDUTPG
UIFOPSNPGFYUFOTJWFQSJPSKVEJDJBMFYQFSJFODFBTB
QSFSFRVJTJUFGPSTFSWJDFPOUIF644VQSFNF$PVSU
5IFTFDPOTJEFSBUJPOTIBWFSBQJEMZCFDPNFFTTFOUJBM
JOMFHBMTDIPMBSTIJQ¯
,OJHIUIPMETBKPJOUBQQPJOUNFOUXJUI%VLF
-BX4DIPPMBOE%VLF±T5SJOJUZ$PMMFHFPG"SUT
BOE4DJFODFT XIFSFIFUFBDIFTJOUIF1PMJUJDT 
1IJMPTPQIZBOE&DPOPNJDT1SPHSBN [

HELFER SERVES AS STATE DEPARTMENT’S
INAUGURAL MARTIN FELLOW

>

`]TSaa]`:Oc`S\QS@6SZTS` UIF)BSSZ3$IBEXJDL 4S
1SPGFTTPSPG-BX TFSWFEBTUIFJOBVHVSBM+BDPC-.BSUJO'FMMPX
BUUIF64%FQBSUNFOUPG4UBUFPO'FC
"TDIPMBSPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMMBXXIPTFFYQFSUJTFJODMVEFTJOUFSOBUJPOBM
IVNBOSJHIUT )FMGFSCSJFGFEBUUPSOFZTJOUIF0GGJDFPGUIF-FHBM"EWJTFSPO
JOUFSOBUJPOBMMFTCJBO HBZ CJTFYVBM BOEUSBOTHFOEFS -(#5 SJHIUTBOEMBJE
UIFHSPVOEXPSLGPSBOPOHPJOHSFMBUJPOTIJQ
&BDI.BSUJO'FMMPXJTBEJTUJOHVJTIFEMBXQSPGFTTPSJOWJUFECZ-FHBM
"EWJTFS)BSPME)POHKV,PIUPBEESFTTBOEJOUFSBDUXJUIBUUPSOFZTGSPN
EJGGFSFOUTFDUJPOTJOUIF4UBUF%FQBSUNFOUPOBQBSUJDVMBSBSFBPGJOUFS
FTUBOEMBUFSUPTFSWFBTBDPOUJOVJOHSFTPVSDFPOUIPTFNBUUFST
"TUIF.BSUJOGFMMPX )FMGFSTQPLFUP4UBUF%FQBSUNFOUBUUPSOFZT
BCPVUUSFOETJOJOUFSOBUJPOBMBOEEPNFTUJDMBXNBLJOHBOEMJUJHBUJPO
SFMBUJOHUPTFYVBMPSJFOUBUJPOBOEIVNBOSJHIUT*OBEEJUJPOUPUSBDJOHUIF
FWPMVUJPOPGJTTVFTTVDIBTQSJWBDZ EJTDSJNJOBUJPO BOESFDPHOJUJPOPG
TBNFTFYSFMBUJPOTIJQTJOWBSJPVTDPVOUSJFTBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMWFOVFT IF
BEESFTTFEUIFSFDFOUMFHBMBOETPDJBMCBDLMBTIBHBJOTU-(#5JOEJWJEVBMT
JODFSUBJOSFHJPOT*OBSFBTPG&BTUBOE8FTU"GSJDB GPSFYBNQMF WJPMFODF
BHBJOTUHBZNFOBOEMFTCJBOTJTXJEFTQSFBEBOEOBUJPOBMMFHJTMBUVSFT
IBWFJOUSPEVDFECJMMTUPJNQPTFIBSTIDSJNJOBMQFOBMUJFTBHBJOTUJOEJWJEV
BMTXIPFOHBHFJOQSJWBUF DPOTFOTVBMIPNPTFYVBMTFYBOE JOTPNF
DBTFT UIFJSBEWPDBUFT[
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FOUR NEW FACULTY BOOKS FOCUS ON DIVERSE
ASPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL AND COMPARATIVE LAW

4

OUR MEMBERS OF THE DUKE LAW FACULTY — George C.
Christie, Laurence R. Helfer, Jonathan B. Wiener, and Jerome H.
Reichman — have recently published books relating to international
and comparative law and transnational relations.
In 1IJMPTPQIFS,JOHT 5IF"EKVEJDBUJPOPG$PO»JDUJOH)VNBO
3JHIUTBOE4PDJBM7BMVFT (Oxford University Press, 2011),
5S]`US1V`WabWS, the James B. Duke Professor of Law,
examines how different legal systems attempt to balance the
rights of free expression and privacy. “These areas offer a good
illustration of the differences between continental methods of reasoning
and common law methods of reasoning,” says Christie. “Suppose you
had a law that was common to both common law countries and civil law
countries. Would you get the same sorts of results?”
In )VNBO3JHIUTBOE*OUFMMFDUVBM1SPQFSUZ.BQQJOHUIF
(MPCBM*OUFSGBDF (Cambridge University Press, 2011) Professor
:Oc`S\QS6SZTS` and co-author Graeme W. Austin of
Melbourne University and Victoria University of Wellington,
llington,
examine the tensions that arise when rights and intellectual
ellectual
property law intersect, such as the right to health and patented
d medicines and the right to education and copyrighted materials. “There
There is
a trade-off between incentivizing creation and access to the fruits
uits of
creativity,” says Helfer, the Harry R. Chadwick, Sr. Professor of Law.
“We are not anti-IP, but we recognize that the existing systemss are misaligned or mis-structured to achieve human rights ends.”
Along with a team of transatlantic legal scholars, scientists,
entists,
and experts in speciﬁc areas of risk and regulation, Professor
8]\ObVO\EWS\S` undertook a multi-year examination
nation of
comparative risk regulation in the United States and
d Europe.
The project involved what may be the most comprehensive
ensive and
methodologically rigorous comparative study of relative precaution
ution in
risk regulation conducted to date, says Wiener, Duke’s Perkinss Professor
of Law, professor of public policy, and professor of environmental
ntal
policy. He is the co-editor of 5IF3FBMJUZPG1SFDBVUJPO$PNQBSJOH3JTL
SJOH3JTL
3FHVMBUJPOJOUIF6OJUFE4UBUFTBOE&VSPQF (RFF Press/Earthscan,
2011,
an, 20
011
1 1,
with Michael D. Rogers, James K. Hammitt, and Peter H. Sand
eds.).
nd eds.)).
6TJOH*OUFMMFDUVBM1SPQFSUZ3JHIUTUP4UJNVMBUF1IBSNBDFVUJDBM
BDFVUJDBM
1SPEVDUJPOJO%FWFMPQJOH$PVOUSJFT¬"3FGFSFODF(VJEF,
EF, furthers Professor 8S`][S@SWQV[O\¸a lengthy examinamination of the connections between intellectual propertyy and
international trade law, as well as his innovative scholarship
on ways to facilitate access to essential medicines in the world’s poorest countries. The book was published in April by the United Nations
Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), and co-authored
by Christoph Spennemann, a legal expert in UNCTAD’s Intellectual
Property Unit’s Division on International Investment and Enterprise.
Reichman is Duke’s Bunyan S. Womble Professor of Law. [
Ac[[S` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S
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S HE REFLECTS ON serving entrepreneurial clients in high-tech, fastgrowth companies, John Yates emphasizes
the need to look beyond the legal issues.
“The best solution to the problem may
not be a legal solution,” says Yates, the partner in charge of the technology practice at
Morris, Manning & Martin in Atlanta. “It
may involve introducing a client to a particular person who can help them out. It may be
adding somebody to their board. It may be

!"
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introducing them to a potential customer.
That may solve their problem at hand. Then,
when they have a legal problem, they know
that we both understand their business and
have their best interests at heart.
“It’s a very proactive model,” he adds.
“You help clients see the market, pursue the
business opportunity, ﬁnd key leaders for
their team, and connect them all.”
It’s a model of practice Yates has pursued
since he entered the ﬁeld, then known as

computer law, shortly after his graduation
from Duke Law. He credits his sister, Jean,
for inspiring and often informing his career
path; although he turned down her attempts
to lure him to Silicon Valley where she was
a pioneering high-tech entrepreneur, he
decided to join her at a 1982 computer trade
show in Atlantic City.
“I walked the exhibit ﬂoor and realized
there was a tech revolution going on,” he
recalls. “I listened to one presentation on

>`]TWZSa
%FWFMPQJOHDPNQMFUFCVTJOFTTGSJFOETIJQT
XPVMETFSWF<ZPVOHMBXZFST>XFMM QBSUJDVMBSMZ
JOFTUBCMJTIJOHBTVTUBJOBCMFCVTJOFTT
EFWFMPQNFOUTZTUFN¯
´8]V\GObSa¸&

computer law given by a New York lawyer —
a close friend to this day — and concluded
that there were myriad legal issues that
needed to be addressed.” And while only a
handful of companies at the show were from
the Southeast, he saw the potential of a ripe
and untapped market in the region.
“I saw the opportunity to get into this
unexplored legal area, to build a practice and
a reputation, and then to bring resources
from around the globe to companies in the
Southeast. It was the right way to build a
unique practice in a new area of the law,” he
says. He quickly became a featured speaker
at computer industry shows and further
built a reputation by writing columns on
computer law in trade publications. And he
immediately saw the need to offer his clients
“value-added” legal services.
“Most of my tech clients weren’t in Silicon
Valley, but they were looking for the beneﬁts
of the Valley ‘ecosystem’ — contacts with
venture capitalists, prospective board members, management candidates, and customer
contacts,” he notes. “We made those connections through my sister and contacts in
Silicon Valley and other parts of the country.
Our mission was to capture that data, put it
into our ecosystem and share the value-added information with our clients. It’s not billable, it’s not legal services, but it’s plugging
clients into our broader network of relationships, inﬂuencers, and sources of capital that
can be critical to company growth.”
In addition to building a highly collaborative team within his ﬁrm, Yates has cofounded and led several organizations that
facilitate connections and dialogue among
executives in the various industry groups
he serves in his practice. These include the
Southeastern Software Association, Minority
Technology Entrepreneurs, the Southeastern
Medical Device Association, and the Technology Association of Georgia.
A member of the Law School’s Board of
Visitors and the Furman University Board

of Trustees, among other
corporate and community
boards, Yates has recently
been appointed to chair
Atlanta’s 2013 NCAA Men’s
Basketball Tournament
Final Four Committee. “I’ve dreamed of
being a part of the Final Four Tournament
since I played high school basketball, and
it’s an honor to not only lead the committee,
but also be part of the 75th anniversary. It’s
the next best thing to being on the court,”
he says.
Yates counts his service as chair of the
Technology Council for the United Way of
Metro Atlanta as the activity “nearest and
dearest” to him. His efforts to mobilize the
resources of tech entrepreneurs to serve
broad community needs began right after
9/11 — “a tough, tough time” — yet resulted
in an increase in giving of almost 600 percent; the Technology Council now bestows
an annual award named in Yates’ honor.
Being able to integrate service to his
community and to his ﬁrm through the relationships developed during the United Way
campaign has served as a paradigm for his
activities since, he says. And now he and a
friend are co-writing a book titled 5IF"SUPG
#VTJOFTT'SJFOETIJQ, focusing on the business
value of building relationships.
“We decided that both of our careers developed around building business friends and
business friendship networks,” Yates explains.
“The successful businessperson, especially
success in business development, requires
doing more than just networking. They are
creating a closer bond and relationship with
their clients, prospects, and strategic partners.
That’s really friendship, not just ‘networking.’
These business friendship networks are the
key to providing sustained growth and opportunities for business leaders.”
The book, which they hope to complete
by year’s end, also examines the layers of
personal relationships in business, “from

7
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:BUFTSFMFBTFE
4VQFS3BJONBLJOH
4FDSFUTUP3BJTJOH
UIF#BSJO:PVS-BX
1SBDUJDF BOF#PPL
DPBVUIPSFEXJUI
3PCJO)FOTMFZ BO
"UMBOUBCBTFEFYFDV
UJWFDPBDI®"HPBM
PGFWFSZMBXZFSTIPVMECFUPJNQSPWFCVTJ
OFTTHFOFSBUJPOBOE°SBJONBLJOH±TLJMMT ¯
TBZT:BUFT®#BTFEPONZUISFFEFDBEFTPG
FYQFSJFODFJOCVJMEJOHBMFHBMDBSFFS BOE
UIFDVSSFOUDIBMMFOHFTGBDJOHMBXGJSNT *
LOPXUIBUMBXZFSTBUBMMDBSFFSTUBHFTOFFE
BUBDUJDBMQMBOBOEQSPDFTTGPSBUUSBDUJOH
BOESFUBJOJOHOFXCVTJOFTTFT¯
"NPOHIJTSBJONBLJOHUJQTCVJMEB
QPTJUJWFBOEMBTUJOHSFQVUBUJPOOBJMZPVS
NJTTJPOTUBUFNFOUCVJMEZPVSOFUXPSLBOE
GJOEUIFDPOOFDUJPOTEFWFMPQBOEOVSUVSF
TUSBUFHJDQBSUOFSTCVJMEBEZOBNJD GFFM
HPPETBMFTQJQFMJOF
"WBJMBCMFBUXXXSBJTJOHUIFCBSDPN UIF
CPPL±TQSPGJUTCFOFGJU$63&$IJMEIPPE
$BODFS PGXIJDI:BUFTBOEIJTXJGF &MMFO 
BSFMPOHUJNFTVQQPSUFST[

simple networking, to business acquaintanceships, to ‘incomplete’ friendship and
ﬁnally ‘complete’ friendship,” says Yates. To
be relevant in the digital age, the book also
addresses social networking factors in forming complete business friendships and why
they matter, he says.
“Lawyers often look at business relationships in a reactive mode: ‘I’m only here to
react to a client’s need,’ as opposed to asking, ‘Can I put myself in that client’s shoes
and ﬁnd a unique way to help them? How
can I become a trusted adviser and friend
to clients and business contacts?’ That’s a
mindset many lawyers, especially younger
ones, don’t adopt. Developing complete business friendships would serve them well,
particularly in establishing a sustainable
business development system.” [
'SBODFT1SFTNB
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ARIANNE PHILIP and Per Haakon
Schmidt each maintain powerhouse
legal careers in Copenhagen — she as a
capital markets and M&A specialist and
board chair at Kromann Reumert, and
he as head of the intellectual property
practice at Plesner Law Firm, where he
also focuses on European Union law and
other areas. Two years ago the couple,
who met as law students at the University
of Copenhagen in 1977, added another
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practice to their busy lives: making fine
Beaujolais wines in France.
The endeavor began with the purchase
of an 1842 castle and winery as a family
vacation home. Within their ﬁrst year as
wine producers at Chateau Grand’Grange
vineyard, each of their two red wines won
bronze medals in competition against others
produced in Beaujolais at the Villefranche
sur Saone exhibition and at an exhibition at
Macon for wines produced across Burgundy.

Clearly passionate about oenology,
Schmidt wants to prove it is possible to produce “good and full-bodied” Beaujolais wines
that are “still fruitful if you take the necessary care and use old grape vines,” he says.
“We are having a great but demanding
time renovating the beautiful old buildings
and updating the winery,” he says. “Marianne
is the sales manager, and even if this is my
passion more than hers, we will both enjoy
this challenge for many years to come.”

>`]TWZSa
That doesn’t mean they will be winding
down their lives in the law any time soon.
Schmidt continues to enjoy the intellectual
property litigation he started practicing at
Plesner in 1978, when it was a relatively new
ﬁeld, and resumed when he returned after
his LLM studies and a year at the ﬁrm now
known as Holland & Knight in New York.
“Back in the 1980s, IP law was still a
fairly unknown specialty in the broad legal
community,” says Schmidt, who also has a
mediation practice. “Now it’s hard to ﬁnd a
transaction that does not focus in some way
on IP-related questions.
“I have handled cases across the IP spectrum, from patent protection of computer
programs to theft of works of art, including
landmark cases in the Supreme Court on
copyright of Danish design, on the extension of copyright protection for drawings
on the Danish currency, and on injunctions
against telecommunications companies giving pirates access to music and ﬁlm sites,”
adds Schmidt, who earned a degree in art
history at the University of Copenhagen
earlier this year.
For 12 years, he also taught courses in
IP and competition law at the University of
Copenhagen Law School, where he obtained
his SJD in 1989. Schmidt also taught at
“Duke in Denmark,” as the Law School’s
summer institute in transnational law was
known in its early years (see box). Today he
continues to teach IP law to the young attorneys at Plesner, where he is a partner.
Philip started her legal career at Reumert
& Partners, Kromann Reumert’s predecessor, taking a leave of absence when she and
Schmidt came to study at Duke shortly after
the birth of their ﬁrst child. A year spent
working on mergers and acquisitions at
Shearman & Sterling in New York following her LLM sealed her specialty, she says.
“When I returned to Copenhagen, I focused
on expanding that part of the business at
our ofﬁce, which had been a more general
corporate practice focused on transportation,
shipping, and insurance law.”
A partner at her ﬁrm since 1987, Philip
advises businesses on M&A, stock exchange
law, and general commercial and company
law. She has advised on several landmark
capital markets and M&A transactions in
Denmark, assisting both Danish and international clients, and she also serves as nonexecutive director on a number of boards.

5PVT JUXBTBHSFBUBDIJFWFNFOUUPIBWF%VLFDPNF
UP%FONBSL5IFXPSMEXBTOPUBTHMPCBMJ[FEBT
UPEBZ¥CVUEFWFMPQNFOUTTJODFUIFOIBWFTIPXOIPX
JNQPSUBOUTVDIJOTUJUVUFTBSFUPHBJOJOHIVNBOJOTJHIU
JOUPEJGGFSFOUDVMUVSFTBOEQSPWJEJOHJOEJWJEVBMTXJUI
PQQPSUVOJUJFTUPGVSUIFSUIFJSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPGMBXBOE
DVMUVSFJOBEJGGFSFOUFOWJSPONFOU¯
´>S`6OOY]\AQV[WRb::;¸&!POIFMQJOHFTUBCMJTIUIF%VLF-BXTVNNFSJOTUJUVUFTJO
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"3*"//&1)*-*1BOE1FS)BBLPO
4DINJEUXFSFJOTUSVNFOUBMJOMBVODIJOH
UIF-BX4DIPPM±TTVNNFSQSPHSBNJOUSBOTOB
UJPOBMMBX XIJDIDFMFCSBUFTJUTUIBOOJWFSTBSZ
UIJTZFBS)BWJOHFOKPZFEBTVNNFSQSPHSBN
JO"NFSJDBOMBXJO)PMMBOECFGPSFUIFZDBNF
UP%VLF UIFZQSPQPTFEUIFJEFBUP%FBO1BVM
$BSSJOHUPOEVSJOHUIFJS--.TUVEJFT1IJMJQBOE
4DINJEUUIFOXPSLFEDMPTFMZXJUI"TTPDJBUF
%FBOGPS*OUFSOBUJPOBM4UVEJFT+VEJUI)PSPXJU[
UPIPTU®%VLFJO%FONBSL¯BUUIFJSBMNBNBUFS
JOUIFTVNNFSPG
®5PVT JUXBTBHSFBUBDIJFWFNFOUUPIBWF
%VLFDPNFUP%FONBSL ¯TBZT4DINJEU XIP
BMTPUBVHIUJOUIF%VLFJO%FONBSLQSPHSBN
®5IFXPSMEXBTOPUBTHMPCBMJ[FEBTUPEBZ BOE

Since June 2009, Philip has been vice-chairman of the Danish Corporate Governance
Committee, which published new corporate
governance recommendations last year.
She has spent quite a lot of time since then
training corporate ofﬁcers and lawyers on
the operation of the recommendations.
Philip and Schmidt have maintained
strong connections to Duke Law School
in the years since their graduation, helping organize alumni events in Europe and
returning often for reunions. Philip also
has been active on the Board of Visitors,
now serving as a lifetime member. During
the four years that the Law School’s summer institute was held at the University of
Copenhagen, the couple hosted an annual
party for students and faculty at their home
— “which was a lot of fun and made it easy
to stay in touch,” Philip notes.

.BSJBOOFBOE*XFSFBNPOHPOMZTJYJOUFSOB
UJPOBM--.TUVEFOUTBU%VLF#VUEFWFMPQNFOUT
TJODFUIFOIBWFTIPXOIPXJNQPSUBOUTVDI
JOTUJUVUFTBSFUPHBJOJOHIVNBOJOTJHIUJOUPEJG
GFSFOUDVMUVSFTBOEQSPWJEJOHJOEJWJEVBMTXJUI
PQQPSUVOJUJFTUPGVSUIFSUIFJSVOEFSTUBOEJOHPG
MBXBOEDVMUVSFJOBEJGGFSFOUFOWJSPONFOU¯
1IJMJQBEET ®8FCPUIEPBMPUUPUSZUPHFU
ZPVOHMBXZFSTUPHPBCSPBEUPHFUUIFTBNF
FYQFSJFODFBTXFIBE¯
5PEBZ %VLF±T"TJB"NFSJDB*OTUJUVUFJO
5SBOTOBUJPOBM-BXJO)POH,POHBOEUIF%VLF
(FOFWB*OTUJUVUFJO5SBOTOBUJPOBM-BX XIJDI
BOOVBMMZESBXTUVEFOUTBOEGBDVMUZGSPNBMM
DPSOFSTPGUIFHMPCF BUUFTUUPUIFQSFTDJFODFPG
UIFJSQSPQPTBM 4FFTUPSZ 1BHF [

The couple agree that their lives are
challenging. “With a busy career, three
children and now two grandchildren and
two daughters-in-law, you need to be very
well organized, efﬁcient, and punctual in
daily life,” she says. “Family life has always
been important to us, and we have taken
the children with us to many conferences
over the years.” Their two eldest, Mikael and
Jesper, have followed their parents into law
practice and law school, respectively. Their
youngest son, Frederik, is a teenager.
Their winemaking enterprise adds a
new dimension to family life, Philip says
with a laugh.
“We spent a wonderful Easter vacation
there with some of our family,” she says. “It
is a different, but very nice, way of being
together when you spend half a day packing
200 boxes of wine.” [— %FCCJF4FMJOTLZ
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N JUGGLING THE DEMANDS of
6- and 8-year-old sons, a full-time academic career, and a parallel career as a
writer, blogger, and public speaker, Hollee
Schwartz Temple says she may finally have
found a way to “have it all,” a concept that
also happens to be the subject of her newly
published book, (PPE&OPVHIJTUIF/FX
1FSGFDU'JOEJOH)BQQJOFTTBOE4VDDFTTJO
.PEFSO.PUIFSIPPE (Harlequin, 2011).
“I don’t want to misinform anyone that
I was able to do it all perfectly, but I did the
best I could on all fronts,” says Temple of
the three years she spent researching and
writing the book, a column on work-life balance for the "#"+PVSOBM, and blogging on
work-life and parenting issues at thenewperfect.com (all with co-author Becky Beaupre

!&
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Gillespie) while keeping up with her day job
as director of the legal analysis, research,
and writing program at the West Virginia
University College of Law.
“While we were writing the book, I didn’t
volunteer as much in my kids’ school. Things
that I enjoy and normally prioritize I had to
dial back — I had to put the focus on the
book, because at that point, it was my
priority.” And that’s the key to having it
all — or at least getting close, Temple adds.
“You have to deﬁne what your ‘all’ is and
you have to realize that you can’t be 100 percent on all cylinders at all times.”
Based on a survey of more than 900 professional women, the book offers a blueprint
for crafting one’s path to success for those
torn by the desire to engage fully with both

family and career. Temple and her co-author
acknowledge up front that they and most of
the women they surveyed have the luxury of
choosing, to some extent, whether to work
and how much to work, and to decide how
best to balance competing interests. They
share their personal journeys to ﬁnding
professional and family roles that ﬁt them
perfectly as individuals.
For Temple, who arrived at Duke Law with
undergraduate and graduate degrees from the
Medill School of Journalism at Northwestern
University, the journey started at a large
Pittsburgh law ﬁrm where she focused on
estates and trusts for more than four years.
“I don’t regret my time there because it
helped prepare me to do what I’m doing now,
which is a much better ﬁt for me,” she says.

>`]TWZSa

She noted that long hours at the ﬁrm made
her feel isolated and kept her from engaging
in networking and other activities she enjoys,
such as singing. A career counselor helped
her understand that teaching was a better
match for her skill sets and interests.
Temple made that career transition when
she landed a position as a law lecturer at
the University of West Virginia where her
husband, John, had joined the journalism
faculty. But she says her initial attempts to
mold herself as a traditional law professor
were misplaced.
“I had always done the ‘gold star route,’
wanting to do whatever was considered to be
the best work,” she says. “I was encouraged
to write law review articles of the traditional
type, which I did — I slaved over every footnote. But that was not the kind of writing
career I wanted.”
A “moment of reckoning” came, she
says, with the trauma of helping her husband through a long and serious illness and
period of recovery when their children were
very young. “It inspired me to focus on my
passion and stop trying to mold myself into

something I wasn’t. I wasn’t meant to be an
estates and trusts professor. It wasn’t what
I loved. And after having that experience, I
came to just accept myself as I am and do
things that light me up and excite me and
not really try to bend to somebody else’s deﬁnition of success.
“It was the turning point for me. I was
not going to write one more law review
article that I didn’t take pleasure in. That’s
when I started [the book] project.” That’s
also when she was asked to lead her school’s
legal writing program. “Right now, this is a
really good ﬁt for me,” she says, adding that
the ﬂexibility of her husband’s academic
position allows them to fully share in
parenting duties.
Reﬂecting on the stories of the women in
the book, as well as their own, Temple says
she and her co-author were surprised to pinpoint “unrelenting perfectionism” as the biggest roadblock for women in their quest for
work-life balance.
“We thought it was going to be not
having enough money, or not having a
ﬂexible enough employer, or not having

a partner who contributes enough. And
none of those things turned out to be
the key factor, according to our survey,”
she says. “We found that women were
really doing it to themselves — by placing
so much pressure on themselves, they
weren’t really getting farther ahead at
work and they were miserable at home.
Ours is the ﬁrst [study] to empirically
prove that taking a more relaxed, balanced
approach will actually lead to greater
overall success.”
Temple says her project has resonated
with many of her Duke Law classmates.
“My friends from law school are some of
my biggest champions on the blog and
really relate to ‘the new perfect.’ They say
this is a movement they might want to
join,” she says, with a laugh. “Obviously, as
Duke Law graduates they’re high achievers, but they realize that to have balance
and happiness in their lives they can’t be
shooting for the moon all the time. So I
really appreciate the support I’ve had from
my friends in the Class of ’99.” [
'SBODFT1SFTNB
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8]V\/RO[a¸$ 
8]V\/RO[a was presented with the Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest
civilian honor, by President Barack Obama at a White House ceremony on Feb. 15. The
award recognizes Adams’ achievements in environmental advocacy as co-founder and
longtime president of the Natural Resources Defense Council.
[
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WJEVBMTXIPDPOUSJCVUFEJOBTJHOJGJDBOUXBZ
UPUIFEFWFMPQNFOUPGUIF&MFWFOUI+VEJDJBM
$JSDVJUJO.JBNJ%BEF$PVOUZ 'MB"OBSUJDMF
UJUMFE®$JSDVJU±TCFTUKVEHFTFDVSFESFTPVSDFT
UPGJHIUDPDBJOFXBST¯IJHIMJHIUFE+FSSZ±TSPMF 
BTDIJFGKVEHF JODSFBUJOHUIFOBUJPO±TGJSTU
ESVHDPVSU XIJDIBMMPXTOPOWJPMFOUPGGFOE
FSTUPSFDFJWFDPVOTFMJOHBOEWPDBUJPOBMUSBJO
JOH0OUIFCFODIGSPNUP +FSSZJT
BNFEJBUPSBOEBSCJUSBUPSXJUI8FUIFSJOHUPO
,MFJO)VCCBSUJO$PSBM(BCMFT

1VO`ZSa30c`UW\SFDFJWFEUIF+3PCFSU
&MTUFS"XBSEGPS1SPGFTTJPOBM&YDFMMFODFGPS
GSPNUIF/PSUI$BSPMJOB"TTPDJBUJPOPG
%FGFOTF"UUPSOFZT /$"%" $IBSMFTJTBQSJO
DJQBMPG%BNFSPO #VSHJO-BX'JSNJO.BSJPO 
/$)FJTBDIBSUFSNFNCFSPGUIF/$"%"

82OdWR@]aaSFUJSFEBTQSFTJEFOUBOE
DIBJSNBOPG3PTT +PIOTUPO,FSTUJOH *OD 
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%FDFNCFS)FJTXSJUJOHBCPPLPOUIFIJT
UPSZPGQIJMBOUISPQZBU%VLF6OJWFSTJUZ
5IJTTFDUJPOSFGMFDUTOPUJGJDBUJPOT
SFDFJWFECZ.BSDI 
JOEJDBUFTNFNCFSTIJQPO
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BMTPTFSWFTBTTFOJPSWJDFQSFTJEFOUBOEHFO
FSBMDPVOTFMGPS4ZSBDVTF6OJWFSTJUZ
3ReO`R:SgR]\IBTSFUJSFEBTHFOFSBM
DPVOTFMPG3FJDIIPME *OD BOEJTMJWJOHPOIJT
GBSNJO/FX)PQF 1B
@]PS`b>`W\UZSXBTIPOPSFECZUIF
$BMJGPSOJB4UBUF#BSBTUIFTUBUF±T
"OUJUSVTU"UUPSOFZPGUIF:FBS#PCJTBQBSU
OFSJO8JOTUPO4USBXO±T4BO'SBODJTDP
PGGJDFXIPTFQSBDUJDFGPDVTFTPOBOUJUSVTU 
USBEFSFHVMBUJPO BOEMJUJHBUJPO
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UIFNPPUDPVSUBOENPDLUSJBMUFBNT BNPOH
PUIFSBDUJWJUJFT-BSSZTFSWFEBT"MCBOZ$JUZ
$PVSUKVEHFGSPNBOE"MCBOZ
$PVOUZ$PVSUKVEHFGSPN BOEIBT
CFFOJOQSJWBUFQSBDUJDFTJODF TFSWJOHBT
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ES\Rg1]ZZW\a>S`RcSbegan her
tenure as dean of the University of
Richmond School of Law on July 1. A
scholar of civil procedure and conﬂict
of laws, as well as land use and public
health, she previously was an associate
dean and professor of law at Georgetown
University Law Center. She practiced law
in Washington, D.C., before joining the
Georgetown faculty in 1982. A life member
of the Duke Law Board of Visitors, Perdue
is vice president of Order of the Coif,
the legal education honor society. She
has served the Association of American
Law Schools as chair of its membership
review committee and the sections on civil
procedure and conﬂict of laws, and as a
member of the nominations committee;
she also was on the editorial board of the
+PVSOBMPG-FHBM&EVDBUJPO
[
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;WQVOSZ2`SSPS\, deputy U.S. solicitor general for criminal matters, received
the 2010 Justice Tom C. Clark Award for
Outstanding Government Lawyer from the
District of Columbia Chapter of the Federal
Bar Association on May 12. Supreme Court
Associate Justice Elena Kagan, the former solicitor general, presented Dreeben with the award
and offered remarks. In April, Dreeben received
the Presidential Rank Award, the nation’s highest honor for federal civil servants.
Dreeben joined the Ofﬁce of the Solicitor
General in 1988 and has held his current
post for 15 years, a record tenure for the position. He has argued 79 cases in the Supreme
Court on behalf of the United States and
its agencies and more than a dozen in the
lower appellate courts. He taught Appellate
Practice and Constitutional Litigation and
Criminal Law at Duke Law School in the fall
2010 semester. [
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UFSN.JLFTFSWFTUIF5PXOTPG.BODIFTUFS 
"OEPWFS #PMUPO BOE$PMVNCJB)FIBT
QSBDUJDFEMBXJO.BODIFTUFSGPSZFBST
BOETFSWFEBTUPXOBUUPSOFZGPSUIF5PXOPG
.BODIFTUFSGPSPGUIPTFZFBST
9SZZSg/5`ORgIBTKPJOFE-JODPMO
'JOBODJBM(SPVQJO3BEOPS 1B BTWJDFQSFTJ
EFOUBOEIFBEPGFOUFSQSJTFMJUJHBUJPO4IFQSF
WJPVTMZXBTBMJUJHBUJPOQBSUOFSBU#BMMBSE4QBIS
@WQYB`OdWaIBTKPJOFE&RVJUBCMF5SVTU
$PNQBOZJO/BTIWJMMFBTBQSJODJQBMPGUIF
GJSNBOETFOJPSWJDFQSFTJEFOU3JDLXBTGPS
NFSMZBOFRVJUZQBSUOFSXJUIUIF/BTIWJMMFMBX
GJSNPG.BOJFSBOE)FSPE

'&!
ASbV4]`[O\NBSSJFE.ZMFOF$BMBHVJP
PO%FD 4FUIQSBDUJDFTXJUI%PPMFZ
3PCFSUT'PXMFSJO(VBN

"
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'&#
8O\SbEO`R0ZOQYXBT
OBNFEUPUIFDMBTTPG
®&OUFSQSJTJOH8PNBOPGUIF
:FBS¯CZ&OUFSQSJTJOH8PNFO
BUBDFSFNPOZJO#PDB3BUPO 
'MB4VDDFTTGVMDBOEJEBUFTJO
UIFHMPCBMDPNQFUJUJPONBOBHFGBTUHSPXUI
CVTJOFTTFT NFOUPSPSBDUJWFMZTVQQPSUPUIFS
XPNFOBOEHJSMTJOWPMWFEJOFOUSFQSFOFVS
TIJQ BOEBSFDPNNVOJUZMFBEFST5IFQSJO
DJQBMPG8BSE#MBDL-BXJO(SFFOTCPSP /$
+BOFUTQFDJBMJ[FTJOQFSTPOBMJOKVSZ XPSLFST±
DPNQFOTBUJPO BOETPDJBMTFDVSJUZEJTBCJMJUZ
DMBJNT BOEJTBQBTUQSFTJEFOUPGUIF/PSUI
$BSPMJOB#BS"TTPDJBUJPO
@2O\WSZ2]cUZOaa B
NFNCFSPGUIFDPOTUSVDUJPO
TFSWJDFHSPVQPG4UJUFT
)BSCJTPOJO"UMBOUB XBT
IPOPSFEJOUIFFEJUJPOPG
(FPSHJB4VQFS-BXZFST

8]V\8µ:]c¶;WQVSZa8`IBTKPJOFEUIF
$IJDBHPPGGJDFPG-FXJT #SJTCPJT #JTHBBSE
4NJUIBTBQBSUOFSQSBDUJDJOHJOMBCPSBOE
FNQMPZNFOUMJUJHBUJPO
5`O\b0=aP]`\SSFDFOUMZDPNQMFUFE
UIF"-*"#""EWBODFE&NQMPZNFOU-BX
BOE-JUJHBUJPODPVSTF(SBOUJTBOBUUPSOFZBU
.D(VJSF 8PPE#JTTFUUFJO"TIFWJMMF /$

'&$
3ZZS\4WaVPSW\SFDFOUMZCFDBNFHFO
FSBMDPVOTFMBOE$'0PG&RVJEJUZ *OD 
JO7JFOOB 7B&MMFOBMTPJTPXOFSPG
&,'JTICFJO"SU%FTJHOT
4WZW^9ZOdW\aXBTOBNFEB#BOEMFBE
JOHMBXZFSJODPSQPSBUFDPNNFSDJBMMBX
CZ$IBNCFST(MPCBMJO.BSDI POFPGGPVS
-BUWJBOMBXZFSTUPCFTPIPOPSFE)FJTB
QSJODJQBMPG,MBWJOT4MBJEJOTJO3JHB

;O\cSZAOUS`::;¸&#
;O\cSZAOUS` became Switzerland’s
ambassador to the United States on Dec. 7,
2010. He received the appointment after
heading the Political Affairs Division
of the Federal Department of Foreign
Affairs (FDFA), responsible for coordinating thematic foreign policy from 2008
to 2010. During his diplomatic career
he also has served as executive director
at the European Bank for Reconstruction
and Development in London (2005 to
2008); head of communications in the
FDFA and the Federal Department of
Economic Affairs (2002 to 2005); and
head of the Coordination Ofﬁce for
Humanitarian Law for the Euro-Atlantic
Partnership Council and the Partnership
for Peace (EAPC/PfP) of the Directorate of
International Law (2001 to 2002). Sager
practiced law in Phoenix prior to joining
the Foreign Service in 1988. [
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AbS^VS\2]gZSJTNPCJMJ[FEBOE
EFQMPZFEUP"GHIBOJTUBOBTBTFOJPSMFHBM
BEWJTFSUPUIF"GHIBO/BUJPOBM"SNZ "/" 
"DPMPOFM 4UFWFJTBTTJHOFEUPUIFUI
"/"$PSQTJO.B[BSJ4IBSJG)FJTUIFTUBGG
KVEHFBEWPDBUFPGUIF.BSZMBOE/BUJPOBM
(VBSEBOEJTBOBTTJTUBOU64BUUPSOFZJO
IJTDJWJMJBODBSFFS

/\USZO:gY]aIBTCFFOBQQPJOUFEBTB
KVEHFPGUIF5SBEFNBSL5SJBMBOE"QQFBM#PBSE
PGUIF641BUFOUBOE5SBEFNBSL0GGJDF

;WQVOSZ9`W[[W\US`XBTBQQPJOUFEHFO
FSBMDPVOTFMPGUIF'FEFSBM%FQPTJU*OTVSBODF
$PSQJO'FCSVBSZ)FMFBETUIFBHFODZ±TMFHBM
EJWJTJPO PWFSTFFJOHBMMSFHVMBUPSZJTTVFT 
'%*$USBOTBDUJPOT MJUJHBUJPO BOEDPNNFSDJBM
DMBJNT.JDIBFMQSFWJPVTMZTFSWFEBTQPMJDZ
BEWJTFSUPUIF'%*$DIBJS4JODFIFIBT
TFSWFEBTEFQVUZUPUIFDIBJSNBOGPSQPMJDZ
2OdWR/>Og\SIBTKPJOFE(BOOFUU$P 
*OD BTTFOJPSWJDFQSFTJEFOUBOEDIJFGEJHJUBM
PGGJDFS)FQSFWJPVTMZTFSWFEBTQSFTJEFOUBOE
$&0BU4IPSU5BJM.FEJB *OD BWJEFPBEUFDI
OPMPHZTUBSUVQIFDPGPVOEFEJO BGUFSB
MPOHDBSFFSBU5VSOFS#SPBEDBTUJOHBOE$//
1ZOW`S@WQVO`RaTFSWFEPOUIFUSBOTJUJPO
MFBEFSTIJQUFBNPG3IPEF*TMBOE(PW-JODPMO
$IBGFFGPMMPXJOHIJT/PWFNCFSFMFDUJPO
$MBJSFBEWJTFTTUBUFBHFODJFTBOEQSJWBUFDMJ
FOUTBTBTPMFQSBDUJUJPOFS

'&'
2O\WSZ5`]aa[O\XBTOBNFE1FSTPO
PGUIF:FBSCZ("7PJDFGPSIJTSPMFJODJWJM
SJHIUTMBXBOEBEWPDBDZ%BOTQFBSIFBEFE
BTVDDFTTGVMDJWJMSJHIUTMBXTVJUBHBJOTUUIF
"UMBOUB1PMJDF%FQBSUNFOUGPMMPXJOHB
SBJEPOBO-(#5CBS)FXBTQSPGJMFEJO("
7PJDFJO%FDFNCFS

''
Ab{^VO\/ZO[]eWbQVIBTKPJOFE0MTXBOH
BTNBOBHJOHQBSUOFSPGJUT1BSJTPGGJDF)F
QSFWJPVTMZXBTBOFRVJUZQBSUOFSXJUI%FDIFSU
JO1BSJT)FTQFDJBMJ[FTJOTUSVDUVSFEGJOBODF
BOETFDVSJUJ[BUJPO JOUFSOBUJPOBMGJOBODF DBQJ
UBMNBSLFUT BOEGJOBODJBMEJTQVUFTJO&VSPQF
BOEFNFSHJOHNBSLFUT XJUIBQBSUJDVMBS
GPDVTPO8FTU"GSJDB
0S`\O`R1VO]XPOB4BNTVOH4UBOGPSE
1BUFOU1SJ[FGPSIJTBSUJDMFFOUJUMFE®5IF$BTF
GPS$POUSJCVUJPOJO1BUFOU-BX¯*OBEEJUJPO
UPBNPOFUBSZQSJ[F IFQBSUJDJQBUFEJOBDPO
GFSFODFPOQBUFOUSFNFEJFTBU4UBOGPSE-BX
4DIPPMJO'FCSVBSZ#FSOBSEJTBOBTTJTUBOU
QSPGFTTPSPGMBXBUUIF6OJWFSTJUZPG%FOWFS
4UVSN$PMMFHFPG-BXXIFSFIFUFBDIFTJOUFM
MFDUVBMQSPQFSUZ

;WQVOSZ>]^]YXBTOBNFEB'MPSJEB
4VQFS-BXZFSGPS"QBSUOFSBU8FJTT
4FSPUB IFBMTPXBTBQQPJOUFEUPIJTGJSN±T
NBOBHFNFOUDPNNJUUFFBOEOBNFE
NBOBHJOHQBSUOFSPGJUT.JBNJ%BEFPGGJDF
)FJTBNFNCFSPGUIFGJSN±TDPOTUSVDUJPO
MJUJHBUJPOHSPVQ
8]SZ@SSRJTWJDFQSFTJEFOUGPSQSPEVDU
EFWFMPQNFOUBOEUSBOTBDUJPONBOBHFNFOUBU
8FMMT3FBM&TUBUF'VOETJO/PSDSPTT (B

''
8Og\S>]eSZZ BGJOBODJBMBEWJTFSXJUI
&EXBSE+POFTJO'MBHTUBGG "SJ[ CFDBNFB
MJNJUFEQBSUOFSXJUIUIFGJSNJO+BOVBSZ+BZOF
JTBMTPBMFBEFSJOUIFGJSN±TJOJUJBUJWFUPSFDSVJU
NPSFGFNBMFGJOBODJBMBEWJTFSTUPUIFGJSN
1ZW]\O;O`g@]PPIBTCFFOBQQPJOUFEUP
BUISFFZFBSUFSNPOUIF#PBSEPG%JSFDUPST
BU$PNNPOXFBMUI$BUIPMJD$IBSJUJFT XIJDI
QSPWJEFTIVNBOTFSWJDFTUPJOEJWJEVBMTBOE
GBNJMJFTUISPVHIPVUDFOUSBMBOETPVUIXFTUFSO
7JSHJOJBSFHBSEMFTTPGGBJUI$MJPOBJTBOBUUPS
OFZBU$ISJTUJBO#BSUPOJO3JDINPOE 7B 
XIFSFTIFDIBJSTUIFMBXGJSN±TTVTUBJOBCJMJUZ
QSBDUJDFBOEJTQBSUPGUIFFOFSHZBOEUFMF
DPNNVOJDBUJPOTHSPVQT

''!
@]PS`b;O`QcaIBTCFFO
OBNFEBUPQBUUPSOFZGPS
CZ/PSUI$BSPMJOB4VQFS-BXZFST
NBHB[JOF3PCJTBQBSUOFSXJUI
4NJUI.PPSF-FBUIFSXPPEJO
$IBSMPUUFXIFSFIJTQSBDUJDF
GPDVTFTPODPNQMFYDPNNFSDJBMBOEBQQFM
MBUFMJUJHBUJPO)FBMTPDIBJSTUIFGJSN±TNBO
BHFNFOUDPNNJUUFF



8S\\WTS`0cQVO\O\=¸<SWZZIBT
KPJOFE5IF/JFMTFO$PNQBOZBTTFOJPSWJDF
QSFTJEFOUBOEHFOFSBMDPVOTFM4IFIBT
PGGJDFTJO.BOIBUUBOBOE8JMUPO $POO
+FOOJGFSTQPLFBUUIF"NFSJDBO$POGFSFODF
*OTUJUVUF±T$MPVE$PNQVUJOH8PSLTIPQ
BOE"OOVBM4PGUXBSF-JDFOTJOH$POGFSFODF
BOEXBTBGFBUVSFETQFBLFSPOJOUFMMFDUVBM
QSPQFSUZBUUIF"NFSJDBO#BS"TTPDJBUJPO±T
TQSJOHNFFUJOH

>VWZW^1]]^S`IBTKPJOFE/FMTPO.VMMJOT
3JMFZ4DBSCPSPVHIJO"UMBOUBBTBQBSUOFSJO
JUTDPSQPSBUFEFQBSUNFOU XIFSFIJTQSBDUJDF
GPDVTFTPONFSHFSTBOEBDRVJTJUJPOT KPJOU
WFOUVSFT EFCUBOEFRVJUZGJOBODJOHT BOE
HFOFSBMDPSQPSBUFDPVOTFMJOH
:SS0`gO\@OcQV BQBSUOFSBU5ZEJOHT
3PTFOCFSHJO#BMUJNPSF IBTCFFOSFDPHOJ[FE
BTBOPVUTUBOEJOHCVTJOFTTMJUJHBUJPOBOE
HFOFSBMMJUJHBUJPOBUUPSOFZJOUIFFEJUJPO
PG4VQFS-BXZFST
9SWbVESfSZPZObbXBTOBNFEB
®-FBEFSJOUIF-BX¯CZUIF.BTTBDIVTFUUT
-BXZFST8FFLMZ,FJUIJTBTTPDJBUFHFOFSBM
DPVOTFMPG3FFCPL*OUFSOBUJPOBM

''"
@caaSZZ;WZZS`IBTCFFOOBNFEBOPO
SFTJEFOUGFMMPXBUUIF"NFSJDBO*OTUJUVUFGPS
$POUFNQPSBSZ(FSNBO4UVEJFT BUIJOLUBOL
EFWPUFEUPTUSFOHUIFOJOH(FSNBO"NFSJDBO
UJFTBOEDPMMBCPSBUJPO3VTTFMMJTQSPGFTTPSPG
MBXBU8BTIJOHUPO-FF6OJWFSTJUZ
1V`Wab]^VS`8DOcUV\IBT
CFFOOBNFEUPUIFFEJUJPO
PG#FTU-BXZFSTBOEBTPOFPG
#VTJOFTT/PSUI$BSPMJOB±T
®-FHBM&MJUF¯GPSSFBMFTUBUFMBX
$ISJTJTBEJSFDUPSBU$BSSVUIFST
3PUIJO(SFFOTCPSP /$ XIFSFIJTQSBD
UJDFGPDVTFTPODPNNFSDJBMSFBMFTUBUFJODMVE
JOHEFWFMPQNFOU GJOBODF BOEUJUMFDMBJNT



''#
;O`Q3c[O\\ BKVEHFBUUIF%JTUSJDU
$PVSU -BOEHFSJDIU JO#POO (FSNBOZ 
TJODF XBTQSPNPUFEUPQSFTJEJOHKVEHF
7PSTJU[FOEFS3JDIUFS BUUIF%JTUSJDU$PVSUJO
#POOPO+BO)FJTOPXBTTJHOFEUPQSF
TJEFPWFSUIFUI$SJNJOBM$IBNCFS IFBSJOH
DSJNJOBMBQQFBMTDBTFTGSPNUIFUSJBMDPVSUT
XJUIBNBYJNVNQFOBMQPXFSPGVQUPGPVS
ZFBST±JNQSJTPONFOU
AcPVOaVDWaeO\ObVO\XBTOBNFEUPUIF
FEJUJPOPG#FTU-BXZFSTGPSFEVDBUJPO
MBX4VCIBTIJTBQBSUOFSJOUIF4ZSBDVTF 
/: PGGJDFPG#POE 4DIPFOFDL,JOH 
XIFSFIFSFQSFTFOUTBOEDPVOTFMTFNQMPZFST
JOBWBSJFUZPGMBCPSBOEFNQMPZNFOUNBU
UFSTBOEDPDIBJSTUIFGJSN±TTDIPPMEJTUSJDUT
QSBDUJDFHSPVQ
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8O[Sa1>Wab]`W\]JTBQBSUOFSJOUIFQBU
FOUMJUJHBUJPOQSBDUJDFBU1FSLJOT$PJFJO1BMP
"MUP $BMJG

;WQVOSZ3ReO`R1]ZSaNBSSJFE"NBOEB
-FF1JDIBPO/PW .JDIBFMJTB
TIBSFIPMEFSBU5IF$PMFT'JSNJO%BMMBTXIFSF
IFQSBDUJDFTMBCPSBOEFNQMPZNFOUMBX

;WQVOSZAO[eOgIBTMFGU:BIPPBGUFS
TFSWJOHBTUIFDPNQBOZ±TWJDFQSFTJEFOUBOE
HFOFSBMDPVOTFMGPSZFBSTJOPSEFSUPHPPO
BZFBSMPOHNBSJUJNFBEWFOUVSFXJUIIJTXJGF
BOEUXPDIJMESFOBSPVOEUIFDPBTUPGUIF64
BOEVQUIF.JTTJTTJQQJ

''%
8S`S[g6caV]\IBTCFFOFMFWBUFEUP
QBSUOFSBU'VMCSJHIU+BXPSTLJ±T8BTIJOHUPO 
%$ PGGJDF)FSFQSFTFOUTDMJFOUTJOJOUFS
OBUJPOBMQSPKFDUGJOBODJOHTBOEDPNNFSDJBM
SFBMFTUBUFUSBOTBDUJPOT XJUIBOFNQIBTJTPO
FNFSHJOHNBSLFUTBOEJOGSBTUSVDUVSFEFWFMPQ
NFOUPOCFIBMGPGEFWFMPQNFOUCBOLTBOE
PUIFSGJOBODJBMJOTUJUVUJPOT
;ObbVSe9W`aQVIBTCFFOBQQPJOUFEDIJFG
PGUIF&DPOPNJD$SJNFT4FDUJPOJOUIF64
"UUPSOFZ±T0GGJDFGPSUIF%JTUSJDUPG$PMPSBEP
)FIBTCFFOBOBTTJTUBOU6OJUFE4UBUFTBUUPS
OFZTJODF
2OdWR;]`US\abS`\IBTKPJOFEUIF
1PEFTUB(SPVQJO8BTIJOHUPO %$ XIFSF
IFNBOBHFTMFHJTMBUJWFTUSBUFHZBOEBEWP
DBDZFGGPSUTPOBWBSJFUZPGJTTVFT JODMVEJOH
CVEHFU FEVDBUJPO GJOBODJBMTFSWJDFT FOFSHZ 
BOEUSBOTQPSUBUJPO%VSJOHBZFBS4FOBUF
DBSFFS %BWJEXPSLFEBTMFHJTMBUJWFDPSSFTQPO
EFOUGPSUIFMBUF4FO1BVM$PWFSEFMM 3(B
DPVOTFMUP4FO-JODPMO$IBGFF 33*BT
MFHJTMBUJWFEJSFDUPSGPS4FO-BNBS"MFYBOEFS 
35FOOBOE NPTUSFDFOUMZ BT"MFYBOEFS±T
DIJFGPGTUBGGGPSGPVSZFBST
>Ob`WQWO<]`bV`]^IBTKPJOFEUIF-BX
%FQBSUNFOUPG8/&5$IBOOFM /FX:PSL±T
QVCMJDUFMFWJTJPOTUBUJPO1SFWJPVTMZTIFXBT
BOBTTJTUBOUBUUPSOFZHFOFSBMJOUIF$IBSJUJFT
#VSFBVPGUIF/FX:PSL4UBUF"UUPSOFZ
(FOFSBM±T0GGJDF
3`WY@WQYO`RBOEIJTXJGF #SBOEZ 
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO 9BWJFS#SFDL 
PO0DU &SJLTQFDJBMJ[FTJOSFBM
FTUBUFBOEIPVTJOHBU4RVJSF 4BOEFST
%FNQTFZJO$PMVNCVT 0IJP
AbS^VS\@][W\SXBTOBNFEB
®-FBEFSJOUIF-BX¯CZUIF.BTTBDIVTFUUT
-BXZFST8FFLMZ4UFQIFOJTTFOJPSJOUFMMFDUVBM
QSPQFSUZDPVOTFMBU#PTF$PSQPSBUJPO

AbOQSg<OV`e]ZRBOE8Og1O[^PSZZ
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO 3FY.JDIBFM
/BISXPME$BNQCFMM PO%FD 
1BOZZSgESZZaXBTBXBSEFEUIF
)VNBOJUBSJBOPGUIF:FBS"XBSEGSPNUIF
(FPSHJB.FOUBM)FBMUI$POTVNFS/FUXPSL
5BMMFZJTUIFEJSFDUPSGPSUIF.FOUBM)FBMUI
BOE%JTBCJMJUZ3JHIUT1SPKFDUBUUIF"UMBOUB
-FHBM"JE4PDJFUZ

'''
2OdWR0]eaVS`IBTCFFOFMFDUFEQBSUOFS
BU"EBNTBOE3FFTFJO#JSNJOHIBN "MB)JT
QSBDUJDFGPDVTFTQSJODJQBMMZPONFSHFSTBOE
BDRVJTJUJPOTJOWPMWJOHUSPVCMFEDPNQBOJFT
BOEPODPSQPSBUFSFTUSVDUVSJOHBOECBOL
SVQUDZJTTVFT BTXFMMBTPUIFSDPSQPSBUFBOE
USBOTBDUJPOBMNBUUFST)FBMTPTQFOETUJNFJO
UIFGJSN±T8BTIJOHUPO %$ PGGJDFPOHPWFSO
NFOUBMSFMBUJPOTNBUUFST
:Sa>1O`\SUWSIBTKPJOFE-BUIBN
8BULJOT±MJUJHBUJPOEFQBSUNFOUBTDPVOTFMJO
UIF8BTIJOHUPO %$ PGGJDF-FTIBTNPSF
UIBOBEFDBEFPGFYQFSJFODFJO64FYQPSU
BOESFFYQPSUDPOUSPMT USBEFBOEFDPOPNJD
TBODUJPOT DPOUSPMTPOGPSFJHOJOWFTUNFOUJO
UIF64 UIF'PSFJHO$PSSVQU1SBDUJDFT"DU 
JNNJHSBUJPOMBXT BOE64BOUJCPZDPUUMBXT
AbO\1VSZ\SgIBTKPJOFE#SBDFXFMM
(JVMJBOJJO/FX:PSLBTBQBSUOFS)JTQSBD
UJDFJOWPMWFTBCSPBESBOHFPGDPNQMFYDPN
NFSDJBMMJUJHBUJPOJOGFEFSBMBOETUBUFDPVSUT
BTXFMMBTCFGPSF64BOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMBSCJ
USBUJPOQBOFMT4UBOQSFWJPVTMZXBTBQBSUOFS
JOUIF/FX:PSLPGGJDFPG0SSJDL )FSSJOHUPO
4VUDMJGGF
8O[Sa5]ZRTO`PKPJOFE.VSQIZ
.D(POJHMFBTBMJUJHBUJPOQBSUOFSJO+BOVBSZ
)JTQSBDUJDFGPDVTFTPOTFDVSJUJFTBOE
DPNQMFYDPNNFSDJBMMJUJHBUJPOEFGFOTF+BNFT
MJWFTJOOPSUIFSO/FX+FSTFZXJUIIJTXJGF 
"MZTPO BOEUIFJSUISFFDIJMESFO
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/[g9]ZQhOYKPJOFE1PVESF7BMMFZ
)FBMUI4ZTUFNJO'PSU$PMMJOT $PMP BT
BTTPDJBUFHFOFSBMDPVOTFMJO+BOVBSZ4IF
QSFWJPVTMZXBTBQBSUOFSBU0XFO (MFBUPO 
&HBO +POFT4XFFOFZJO"UMBOUB"NZ
SFDFJWFEUIF)POPSBCMF%FCSB#FSOFT
$PNNVOJUZ-FBEFS"XBSEQSFTFOUFECZUIF
(FPSHJB"TTPDJBUJPOGPS8PNFO-BXZFSTJO
/PWFNCFSBOEXBTOBNFEB®-FHBM&MJUF¯JO
MBCPSBOEFNQMPZNFOU DJWJMMJUJHBUJPO BOE
QFSTPOBMJOKVSZEFGFOTFCZ(FPSHJB5SFOE
NBHB[JOFJO%FDFNCFS
8O[Sa6=¸2]VS`bg BQBSUOFSJOUIF
MJUJHBUJPOQSBDUJDFHSPVQPG4IVNBLFS -PPQ
,FOESJDLJO5PMFEP IBTCFFOOBNFEUPUIF
FEJUJPOPG0IJP3JTJOH4UBST)JTQSJODJQBM
BSFBTPGQSBDUJDFBSFQSPEVDUTMJBCJMJUZMJUJHB
UJPO DPNNFSDJBMMJUJHBUJPO BOEGSBODIJTFMJUJHB
UJPOIFBMTPMJUJHBUFTNBUUFSTSFMBUFEUP&3*4" 
IFBMUIDBSFMBX BOEFOWJSPONFOUBMMBX
1g\bVWO/=¸<SOZXBTBXBSEFEUIF
.BSTIBMM.FNPSJBM'FMMPXTIJQGPSCZ
UIF(FSNBO.BSTIBMM'VOEPGUIF6OJUFE
4UBUFT5IFEBZQSPHSBNJO'FCSVBSZ
JODMVEFEUSBWFMUPGJWF&VSPQFBODJUJFTBOE
XPSLTUPFEVDBUFFNFSHJOH"NFSJDBOBOE
&VSPQFBOMFBEFSTPOUIFJNQPSUBODFPGUIF
USBOTBUMBOUJDSFMBUJPOTIJQBOEFODPVSBHFUIFN
UPDPMMBCPSBUFPOBSBOHFPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMBOE
EPNFTUJDQPMJDZDIBMMFOHFT$ZOUIJBJTHFOFSBM
DPVOTFMJOUIFPGGJDFPG/PSUI$BSPMJOB-U
(PW8BMUFS)%BMUPO
6]ZZSSAQVeO`bhBS[^ZSIBTDP
BVUIPSFE(PPE&OPVHIJTUIF/FX1FSGFDU B
CPPLPOGJOEJOHIBQQJOFTTBOETVDDFTTJO
NPEFSONPUIFSIPPE)PMMFFEJSFDUTUIFMFHBM
XSJUJOHQSPHSBNBU8FTU7JSHJOJB6OJWFSTJUZ
$PMMFHFPG-BXBOEXSJUFTBCJNPOUIMZ
OBUJPOBMDPMVNOPOXPSLMJGFCBMBODFJTTVFT
GPSUIF"#"+PVSOBM 4FFQSPGJMF 1BHF


;WQVOSZ0cQYZS`IBTQVCMJTIFEGSPN
.JDSPTPGUUP.BMBXJ-FBSOJOHPOUIF'SPOU
-JOFTBTB1FBDF$PSQT7PMVOUFFS7JTJUIUUQ
UFBDINFCPPLDPNXQ
8Oa]\5]]RSBOEIJTXJGF "OOJF 
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSEBVHIUFS "MJDF
4VTBO PO%FD 4IFKPJOTTJCMJOHT
+VMJBBOE$MJOUPO5IFZMJWFJO"UMBOUBXIFSF
+BTPOJTBQBSUOFSBU"MTUPO#JSE
;W`OV6]`]eWbhIBTKPJOFE3VTTFMM
3FZOPMET"TTPDJBUFTJO8BTIJOHUPO %$ BT
BDPOTVMUBOUJOJUTDPSQPSBUFPGGJDFSTBOEOPU
GPSQSPGJUTFDUPST4IFQSFWJPVTMZXBTTFOJPS
DPVOTFMJOUIF0GGJDFPG-FHBM1PMJDZJOUIF
64%FQBSUNFOUPG+VTUJDF

/Zc[\W<]bSa

Tell us what you are doing:eeeZOeRcYSSRcOZc[\W

8O\Sb6cbQVW\a]\BOEIFSIVTCBOE 
#PNBOJ-FF BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJS
EBVHIUFS -BZMB"OBZB.BEIVCVUJ-FF PO
/PW +BOFUJTUIFBTTJTUBOUEFBOGPS
DBSFFSTFSWJDFTBU&NPSZ6OJWFSTJUZ4DIPPMPG
-BXJO"UMBOUB
AO\UA]]8c\TFSWFTBTDPVOTFMGPS
FDPOPNJDMFHJTMBUJPOJOUIF4PVUI,PSFBO
/BUJPOBM"TTFNCMZ±T-FHJTMBUJWF$PVOTFMJOH
0GGJDF JO4FPVM)FQSFWJPVTMZTFSWFEBTDPO
TVMBUUIF,PSFBO$POTVMBUFJO-PT"OHFMFT
1]`g8AY]Z\WQYIBTCFFOBQQPJOUFEB
NFNCFSBU'SPTU#SPXO5PEEJO-PVJTWJMMF 
,Z)FSFQSFTFOUTDMJFOUTJOBXJEFBSSBZPG
DPNQMFYDJWJMMJUJHBUJPOBUUIFGFEFSBMBOE
TUBUFMFWFMTBTXFMMBTCFGPSFWBSJPVTBMUFSOB
UJWFEJTQVUFSFTPMVUJPOGPSVNT
;SQVSZZSHO`]c BQBSUOFSJOUIFMBCPS
BOEFNQMPZNFOUHSPVQBU4IVNBLFS -PPQ
,FOESJDLJO5PMFEP IBTCFFOOBNFEUPUIF
FEJUJPOPG0IJP3JTJOH4UBST)FSQSBDUJDF
FODPNQBTTFTBMMBSFBTPGMBCPSBOEFNQMPZ
NFOUMBX JODMVEJOHXSPOHGVMEJTDIBSHF EJT
DSJNJOBUJPO XPSLFST±DPNQFOTBUJPO VOFN
QMPZNFOUDPNQFOTBUJPO CVTJOFTTJNNJHSB
UJPO MBCPSOFHPUJBUJPOTBOEBSCJUSBUJPOT BOE
VOGBJSMBCPSQSBDUJDFDIBSHFT


/[g/\USZIBTCFFOOBNFEBQBSUOFS
BU#BSSBO-JFCNBOJO1PSUMBOE 0SF"NZ
SFQSFTFOUTNBOBHFNFOUJOFNQMPZNFOU
MBXNBUUFST4IFIBTCFFOMJTUFEJO0SFHPO
4VQFS-BXZFSTBTB®3JTJOH4UBS¯BOETIFJT
UIFQBTUDIBJSPGUIF0SFHPO4UBUF#BS$JWJM
3JHIUT4FDUJPO
/[g0][aSIBTCFFOOBNFEBEJSFDUPSBU
)PXBSE3JDFJO4BO'SBODJTDP4IFSFQSFTFOUT
MBXGJSNTJONBMQSBDUJDFMJUJHBUJPO
826WQYSgIBTKPJOFE#MVF$SPTT
#MVF4IJFMEPG5FOOFTTFFBTTFOJPSWJDF
QSFTJEFOUBTXFMMBTQSFTJEFOUBOE$&0PG
7PMVOUFFS4UBUF)FBMUI1MBO #MVF$SPTT±
5FOO$BSFNBOBHFEDBSFPSHBOJ[BUJPO+%
QSFWJPVTMZIBTIFMEFYFDVUJWFQPTJUJPOT
XJUI)PTQJUBM$PSQPSBUJPOPG"NFSJDBBOE
2VBMJGBDUT4ZTUFNT *OD BOEIBTMFETUSB
UFHJDIFBMUIDBSFDPOTVMUJOHBOENBOBHF
NFOUUFBNTBTBQSJODJQBMXJUI.D,JOTFZ
$PNQBOZ)FTFSWFEBTEJSFDUPSPGUIF
5FOO$BSF#VSFBVGSPNUP
;WQVOSZ6]ZgJTEFQMPZFEUP*SBRXJUIUIF
UI$PNCBU"WJBUJPO#SJHBEF.JDIBFMJT
BKVEHFBEWPDBUFXJUIUIF$BMJGPSOJB"SNZ
/BUJPOBM(VBSE

AVg[SYO:6c\bS`IBTCFFOQSPNPUFE
UPQBSUOFSBU+BDLTPO-FXJTJO"UMBOUB)FS
QSBDUJDFGPDVTFTPOBMMBTQFDUTPGMBCPSBOE
FNQMPZNFOUMBXJODMVEJOHSBDF HFOEFS BHF 
BOEEJTBCJMJUZEJTDSJNJOBUJPO XBHFBOEIPVS
EJTQVUFT MFBWFJTTVFT DPOUSBDUEJTQVUFT BOE
DPNNPOMBXUPSUDMBJNT
1VO`ZSa:O`aS\IBTCFFOQSPNPUFEUP
QBSUOFSTIJQBU3PQFT(SBZJO#PTUPO
$IVDLXPSLTJOUIFJOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZ
SJHIUTNBOBHFNFOUHSPVQ GPDVTJOHPOJOUFS
OBUJPOBMJOUFMMFDUVBMQSPQFSUZUSBOTBDUJPOT
BOETUSBUFHJFTGPSNFEJDBMEFWJDFBOEPUIFS
MJGFTDJFODFTDPNQBOJFTBOEUIFJSJOWFTUPST
/ZZWa]\;Q1O`bVgIBTCFDPNFBQBSUOFS
XJUI)PMMBOE,OJHIUJOJUT'PSU-BVEFSEBMF 
'MB PGGJDF"MMJTPOQSBDUJDFTJOUIFGJSN±TSFBM
FTUBUFTFDUJPOBOEJTBNFNCFSPGUIFHMPCBM
IPTQJUBMJUZBOESFTPSUHSPVQ
:cQYSg;Q2]eSZZIBTCFFOFMFDUFE
QBSUOFSBU#BLFS#PUUT#BTFEJOUIF%BMMBT
PGGJDF -VDLFZSFQSFTFOUTEFCUPST DSFEJUPST 
MFOEFST BOEBTTFUBDRVJSFSTJODPSQPSBUF
SFPSHBOJ[BUJPODBTFTBOEPVUPGDPVSU
XPSLPVUT BTXFMMBTJOCBOLSVQUDZBOE
SFMBUFETUBUFDPVSUMJUJHBUJPO
5WRS]\;]]`SXBTFMFDUFEDIBJSPG
UIF.FDLMFOCVSH /$ 3FQVCMJDBO1BSUZ 
®.FDL(01¯(JEFPOJTNBOBHJOHQBSUOFS
PG'4#'JTIFS#SPZMFT±$IBSMPUUF /$ BOE
/FX:PSLPGGJDFT
/\b]\gAO\OQ]`gIBTCFFOOBNFE
QBSUOFSBU%VBOF.PSSJT"USJBMMBXZFSJO
UIFGJSN±T"UMBOUBPGGJDF "OUPOZ±TQSBDUJDF
JODMVEFTSFTPMVUJPOPGDPOTUSVDUJPOEJTQVUFT 
QBUFOUJOGSJOHFNFOUBOEUFDIOPMPHZMJDFOTJOH
EJTQVUFT BOEPUIFSDPNQMFYDPNNFSDJBMMJUJ
HBUJPONBUUFST
2SaW`SSAc[WZO\UIBTCFFOQSPNPUFEUP
DPVOTFMJO"MMFOBOE0WFSZ±TJOUFSOBUJPOBM
DBQJUBMNBSLFUTEFQBSUNFOUJO)POH,POH
4IFBMTPJTBNFNCFSPGUIFGJSN±T64MBX
HSPVQ%FTJSFFSFQSFTFOUTDPSQPSBUFBOE
TPWFSFJHOJTTVFSTBOEJOWFTUNFOUCBOLTJOB
WBSJFUZPGDPSQPSBUFGJOBODFUSBOTBDUJPOT
>SbS`/B][OaWXBTOBNFEUPUIF
®8JTDPOTJO3JTJOH4UBST¯MJTUCZ8JTDPOTJO
4VQFS-BXZFSTNBHB[JOF1FUFSJTBQBSUOFS
JOUIF.JMXBVLFFPGGJDFPG2VBSMFT#SBEZ 
XIFSFIFGPDVTFTPOFOWJSPONFOUBMMBX

B`OdWaEVSSZS`XBTFMFDUFENFNCFSBU
/FYTFO1SVFU XIFSFIFQSBDUJDFTBOUJUSVTU
MBXJOUIF$PMVNCJB 4$ PGGJDF


8S\\WTS`ESabS`VOca/RO[aIBTCFFO
FMFDUFEBQBSUOFS FGGFDUJWF+BO  JO
#BSOFT5IPSOCVSH±T*OEJBOBQPMJTPGGJDF
4IFDPODFOUSBUFTIFSQSBDUJDFPOCVTJOFTT
BOEDPNNFSDJBMMJUJHBUJPO JODMVEJOHJOTVS
BODFDPWFSBHFNBUUFST
3`W\0`ORVO[IBTCFFOOBNFEPGDPVOTFM
JO4UFQUPF+PIOTPO±T1IPFOJYPGGJDF)FS
QSBDUJDFJODMVEFTOBUJPOXJEFDMBTTBDUJPO
MJUJHBUJPO JOTVSBODFDPWFSBHFBOECBEGBJUI
MJUJHBUJPO BOEHFOFSBMDPOUSBDUMJUJHBUJPOJO
GFEFSBMBOETUBUFDPVSUT
5ZS\31O^ZO\IBTKPJOFE3PCJOTPO
#SBETIBX)JOTPOBTBQBSUOFSJOUIF
3FTFBSDI5SJBOHMFPGGJDF)FBEWJTFTDMJFOUT
POQSJWBUFFRVJUZBOEWFOUVSFDBQJUBMGJOBOD
JOHT NFSHFSTBOEBDRVJTJUJPOT KPJOUWFOUVSFT 
BOEPUIFSCVTJOFTTUSBOTBDUJPOT BOETFDVSJ
UJFTPGGFSJOHTBOEDPNQMJBODF)FQSFWJPVTMZ
XPSLFEXJUI)VUDIJTPO-BX(SPVQJO3BMFJHI
/RO[4]`R UIFNBOBHJOHNFNCFSBU'PSE
)VGGJO4BMU-BLF$JUZ XBTOBNFECZ6UBI
#VTJOFTT.BHB[JOFBTPOFPGUIFJS6UBI
-FHBM&MJUFJOUIFBSFBPGDJWJMMJUJHBUJPO
8]V\5O`dWaVIBTCFFOQSPNPUFEUPQSJO
DJQBMJOUIF"VTUJO 5FYBT PGGJDFPG.D,PPM
4NJUI XIFSFIJTQSBDUJDFEFBMTXJUIJOUFMMFDUV
BMQSPQFSUZBOEDPNQMFYDPNNFSDJBMMJUJHBUJPO
2OdWR6OeYW\aIBTCFFOQSPNPUFE
UPQBSUOFSTIJQBU7JOTPO&MLJOTJO
8BTIJOHUPO %$%BWJEJTBUSJBMMBXZFSJOUIF
GJSN±TDPOEFNOBUJPOBOEMBOEVTFQSBDUJDF
HSPVQ)FQSJODJQBMMZSFQSFTFOUTMBOEPXOFST
XIPTFQSPQFSUZJTCFJOHUBLFOUISPVHIUIF
QPXFSPGFNJOFOUEPNBJO
;O`X]`WS8]aSZ;S\hOBOEIFSIVTCBOE 
3JDIBSE"OESFX.VSQIZ BOOPVODFUIFCJSUI
PGUIFJSTFDPOETPO )VHI.FO[B PO0DU 
.BSKPSJFJTBOBTTPDJBUFJOUIFMJUJHBUJPO
EFQBSUNFOUBU%FCFWPJTFBOE1MJNQUPOJO
/FX:PSL$JUZ
6]ZZg@@]US`aIBTCFFOFMFDUFEQBSUOFS
BU%JMXPSUI1BYTPO±T1IJMBEFMQIJBPGGJDF 
XIFSFTIFQSBDUJDFTJOUIFMBCPSBOEFNQMPZ
NFOUHSPVQBOEUIFMJUJHBUJPOEFQBSUNFOU

8]\ObVO\ES`\S`KPJOFE+BDLTPO 
%F.BSDP 5JEVT1FDLFOQBVHI±T
FNQMPZNFOUMBXEFQBSUNFOUBTBTFOJPS
DPVOTFMJOUIFGJSN±T*SWJOF $BMJG PGGJDFJO
4FQUFNCFS

Ac[[S` 2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\S

"#

/Zc[\W<]bSa
!
BV][Oa/0c`\aIBTKPJOFE(SFFOCFSH
5SBVSJH±TBQQFMMBUFQSBDUJDFJO5BNQBBTBO
BTTPDJBUF)FQSFWJPVTMZQSBDUJDFEBQQFMMBUFBOE
DPNQMFYDJWJMMJUJHBUJPOXJUI4JEMFZ"VTUJOBOE
(JCTPO %VOO$SVUDIFSJO8BTIJOHUPO %$
3ZWhOPSbV8]V\a]\IBT
CFFOFMFDUFEQBSUOFSBU1PZOFS
4QSVJMMJO3BMFJHI&MJ[BCFUI±T
QSBDUJDFGPDVTFTPOQSJWBDZ 
JOGPSNBUJPOTFDVSJUZ BOE
SFDPSETNBOBHFNFOU



;ObbVSe9O\SBOEIJTXJGF +FOOJGFS 
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO &WBO
$PSOFMJVT PO/PW .BUUIFXJTB
TFOJPSBTTPDJBUFXJUI4UPSDI"NJOJ.VOWFT 
BMJUJHBUJPOCPVUJRVFJO/FX:PSL$JUZ
/[gAQV]S\VO`RBOEIFSIVTCBOE 
1BVM BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO "JEBO
%SBLF PO0DU "JEBOKPJOTIJTTJTUFS
&MJ[BCFUI"NZJTBOBTTPDJBUFBU"SFOU'PY
JO8BTIJOHUPO %$ XIFSFTIFGPDVTFTPO
QBUFOUMJUJHBUJPO QBUFOUQSPTFDVUJPO BOE
PQJOJPOXPSL
/O`]\E]ZTa]\IBTCFFOBQQPJOUFE
BUUPSOFZJODIBSHFPGJOUFSOBUJPOBMJOWFTUJHB
UJPOT BOFXMZDSFBUFEQPTJUJPOJOUIF.BKPS
&DPOPNJD$SJNFT#VSFBVPGUIF0GGJDFPGUIF
%JTUSJDU"UUPSOFZPGUIF$PVOUZPG/FX:PSL

"
1O[^PSZZ1VWO\UBTTPDJBUFQBUFOU
DPVOTFMBU2VBMDPNNJO4BO%JFHP JT
TQFOEJOHBTJYNPOUISPUBUJPOJO#FJKJOH
XJUIUIFDPNQBOZ
:cQWO\ORS=QO`WhBOEBV][Oa4`O\QO
BOOPVODFUIFBSSJWBMPGUIFJSTPO #FSOBSEP PO
0DU )FKPJOTCJHTJTUFS +PBOB5IFZ
MJWFJO3JPEF+BOFJSP #SB[JM
A6O\\OV2S[S`WbbTFSWFEBTDPDPVOTFM
JO+%#W/PSUI$BSPMJOB BSHVFE.BSDIJO
UIF644VQSFNF$PVSUBOEEFDJEFEJO+VOF
)BOOBIJTBMFDUVSJOHGFMMPXBU%VLF-BX
8]aS^V5OU\]\BOEIJTXJGF ,FOESB 
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO $IBSMFT
+PTFQI PO4FQU +PFJTUIFGPVOE
JOHNFNCFSPGUIF(BHOPO-BX'JSNJO
-BUISPQ .P
1O``WSHW[^`WbQV;WQVOSZWaBOEIFSIVT
CBOE #FO BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO 
$IBSMFT8PMG.JDIBFMJT PO0DU 
AO`OV<]`bVCFHBOTFSWJOHBTBOBTTJT
UBOU6OJUFE4UBUFTBUUPSOFZGPSUIF4PVUIFSO
%JTUSJDUPG/FX:PSLJO+BOVBSZ

"$

2cYS:Oe;OUOhW\SAc[[S` 

;Ogc`>ObSZKPJOFEUIF0GGJDFPGUIF
6OJUFE4UBUFT5SBEF3FQSFTFOUBUJWFJO
8BTIJOHUPO %$ BTBOBTTJTUBOUHFOFSBM
DPVOTFMJO.BSDI
;ObbAQV\SZZS`IBT
KPJOFE#SBDFXFMM
(JVMJBOJJO4FBUUMFBTBO
BTTPDJBUFJOUIFJOUFMMFD
UVBMQSPQFSUZHSPVQ




0`WO\BAc[\S`BOEIJTXJGF -PVJTF
5± BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO (FPSHF
1FOEMFZ PO/PW )FKPJOTIJT
CSPUIFS )FOSZ

#
<]`O/RYW\aBOEIFSIVTCBOE %BWJE 
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO /BUIBO
$ISJTUPQIFS 0DU /PSBJTB
TFOJPSBUUPSOFZJOUIF64(PWFSONFOU
"DDPVOUBCJMJUZ0GGJDFJO8BTIJOHUPO %$
8]g:5O\SaIBTKPJOFE
%ZLFNBJO-PT"OHFMFTBTBO
BTTPDJBUFJOUIFCVTJOFTTBOE
DPNNFSDJBMQSBDUJDF+PZQSFWJ
PVTMZXBTBMFHBMDPOTVMUBOUUP
.BKFL1JDUVSFT



9gZWS7\[O\6]ZZOROgBOE0`WO\
6]ZZOROg¸$BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJS
EBVHIUFS +VMJB"MJDF PO+BO 5IFZ
MJWFJO"UMBOUB
AO[O\bVO4S``Wa:c\\BOEIFSIVTCBOE 
.BUU-VOO&± #± XFMDPNFEUIFJSEBVHI
UFS 0MJWJB(SBDF PO/PW 
2OdWR;]\Qc`SIBTKPJOFE%POPWBO
8BULJOTJO)PVTUPOBTHFOFSBMDPVOTFMBOE
FYFDVUJWFWJDFQSFTJEFOUPGFEJTDPWFSZTFS
WJDFT)FQSFWJPVTMZXBTFEJTDPWFSZDPVOTFM
BU4IFMM0JM$PNQBOZ
<WQ]ZOa@]PSa]\BOEIJTXJGF .BMV 
BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPGUIFJSTPO /JDPMBT PO
/PW /JDPMBTKPJOTIJTTJTUFS 0MJWJB
0OabWOO\@gQYOS`bCFDBNFMFHBMEJSFD
UPSGPS(PPEZFBSJO$FOUSBM4PVUIFBTUFSO
&VSPQF $4&& JO4FQUFNCFSBOEIBTKPJOFE
UIF$4&&&YFDVUJWF$PNNJUUFF#BTUJBBOIBT
NPWFEUP4MPWFOJBXJUIIJTXJGF &MJTBCFUI 
BOEUIFJSTPO "ESJBO
1VO\R`OESabS`UOO`RIBTCFFOOBNFE
UPUIF$IJMESFO±T-BX$FOUFS"EWJTPSZ#PBSE
$IBOESBJTDPVOTFMJOUIF)FBMUI$BSF
(SPVQPG$SPXFMM.PSJOH±T8BTIJOHUPO 
%$ PGGJDF

$
:cQWO\]1`ch;]`O\R{IBTCFFO
BQQPJOUFEQBSUOFSBU"SUFBHB(PS[JHMJB
$rBJO4BOUJBHP $IJMF-VDJBOPTQFDJBMJ[FT
JODPNNFSDJBMBOEGJOBODJBMUSBOTBDUJPOT 
QSJNBSJMZJOTVDIBSFBTBTJOGSBTUSVDUVSFBOE
FOFSHZ DBQJUBMNBSLFUT BOEBOUJUSVTU
/ZgaaO5`SS\eOZRBOEIFSIVTCBOE 
&EXBSE8JUUFOTUFJO BOOPVODFUIFCJSUIPG
UIFJSEBVHUIFS -JMZ"JMFFO8JUUFOTUFJO PO
/PW "MZTTBJTBOBTTJTUBOUHFOFSBM
DPVOTFMGPS:BMF6OJWFSTJUZ
8Oa]\6]ZZWaNBSSJFE,BUF3VEEPDLJO
/PWFNCFSBOESFDFOUMZRVBMJGJFEBTB
TPMJDJUPSJO&OHMBOE)FJTDVSSFOUMZUBLJOH
BZFBSPGGUPTLJJO$PMPSBEPBOEDZDMFGSPN
*SFMBOEUP*OEPOFTJB
DO\SaaOAW\UV8]VO\\SaKPJOFEUIF64
"UUPSOFZ±T0GGJDFJOUIF4PVUIFSO%JTUSJDUPG
'MPSJEB±T.BKPS$SJNFT%JWJTJPOBTBOBTTJT
UBOU64BUUPSOFZJO+BOVBSZ4IFJTCBTFE
JOUIF.JBNJPGGJDF4IFQSFWJPVTMZXBTXJUI
,JSLMBOE&MMJT
5ZS\\39Sb\S`777BOE,BUIFSJOF"OOBT
XFSFNBSSJFEPO'FC  JO1BMNFUUP
#MVGG 4$5IFZDVSSFOUMZSFTJEFJO$IBSMPUUF
XIFSF#PJTBOBTTPDJBUFBU,-(BUFT
GPDVTJOHPODPNNFSDJBMMJUJHBUJPO
AgZdSabS`;Q@OS77NBSSJFE&SJLB.FMJTTB
7JMMBSSFBM;PSJUBJO1BOBNB$JUZ 1BOBNB PO
+BO5IFDPVQMFSFTJEFTJO1BOBNB$JUZ
8]V\>ZSQ\WYIBTKPJOFE$MFWFMBOE
.BSTIBMM$PMMFHFPG-BXBTBOBTTJTUBOUQSP
GFTTPSUFBDIJOHFTUBUFTBOEUSVTUT UBYMBX 
BOEXFBMUIUSBOTGFSUBY+PIOQSFWJPVTMZXBT
BOBEKVODUQSPGFTTPSPGMBXBU(FPSHFUPXO
6OJWFSTJUZ-BX$FOUFSBOETFSWFEBTBOBUUPS
OFZBEWJTFSUP+VEHF%BWJE(VTUBGTPOPGUIF
6OJUFE4UBUFT5BY$PVSUJO8BTIJOHUPO %$
<ObOZWS>`SaQ]bbXBTIPOPSFEXJUIUIF
0VUTUBOEJOH:PVOH-BXZFSPGUIF:FBS
"XBSECZUIF:PVOH-BXZFST±$PNNJUUFFPG
UIF*OUFSOBUJPOBM#BS"TTPDJBUJPO/BUBMJFJTB
MJUJHBUJPOBTTPDJBUFXIPTQFDJBMJ[FTJOBQQFM
MBUF JOTVSBODF BOEQSPEVDUMJBCJMJUZMJUJHBUJPO
JOUIF4BO%JFHPPGGJDFPG-BUIBN8BULJOT

/Zc[\W<]bSa

Tell us what you are doing:eeeZOeRcYSSRcOZc[\W

8OdWS`@]POZW\]=`SZZO\OIBTQVCMJTIFE
(MPCBM"ENJOJTUSBUJWF-BX5PXBSETB-FY
"ENJOJTUSBUJWB $BNFSPO.BZ1VCMJTIJOH XJUI
+BJNF3PESJHVF["SBOB.VOP[ +BWJFSJTBQSP
GFTTPSPGBENJOJTUSBUJWFBOEJOUFSOBUJPOBMMBX
BU4BO'SBODJTDP6OJWFSTJUZPG2VJUP &DVBEPS 
BOEWJTJUJOHQSPGFTTPSBU$BSMPT***6OJWFSTJUZ 
.BESJE 4QBJO)FJTBQBSUOFSBU1nSF[
#VTUBNBOUF1PODF"CPHBEPTBOEJTJOWPMWFE
JOUIFGJFMETPGPJMBOEFOFSHZ JOUFSOBUJPOBM
JOWFTUNFOUBOEDPNNFSDJBMBSCJUSBUJPO)F
BMTPJTBGPSFJHOBTTPDJBUFPG,JOH4QBMEJOH
BSRRgAQVeO`h[O\GPVOEFEBOEJT
QSJODJQBMPG#MBDL#FBS1JDUVSFT BDBQJUBMJ[FE
GJMNQSPEVDUJPOBOEGJMNGJOBODJOHDPNQBOZ
MPDBUFEJO/FX:PSL$JUZ

%
<ObVO\1VO^[O\JTBO0MJO4FBSMF'FMMPX
JO-BXBU4UBOGPSE-BX4DIPPM/BUIBOQSFWJ
PVTMZXPSLFEBU8JMNFS)BMFJO8BTIJOHUPO 
%$ XIFSFIFMJUJHBUFEBWBSJFUZPGDPNQMFY
DPNNFSDJBMBOEDJWJMSJHIUTDBTFT

&



AS`S\OAbSW\@OYVZW\JTXPSLJOHBT
WJDFQSFTJEFOU TUSBUFHJDQMBOOJOHBOE
IPUFMCVTJOFTTEFWFMPQNFOUGPS5IF5SVNQ
0SHBOJ[BUJPO XIFSFTIFJTSFTQPOTJCMFGPS
CVTJOFTTTUSBUFHZBOEMPDBUJOHCSBOEJOH QBSU
OFSTIJQ BOENBOBHFNFOUPQQPSUVOJUJFTGPS
UIF5SVNQ)PUFM$PMMFDUJPO1SJPSUPKPJOJOH
5IF5SVNQ0SHBOJ[BUJPOJO 4FSFOBXBT
BSFBMFTUBUFBTTPDJBUFBUUIF/FX:PSLPGGJDF
PG4LBEEFO "SQT XIFSFTIFXBTJOWPMWFEJO
WBSJPVTIPTQJUBMJUZSFMBUFESFBMFTUBUFUSBOTBD
UJPOT GPSFDMPTVSFT BOEXPSLPVUT

'
;ObbVSe:SdgNBSSJFE+JMM,BMJTIPO"VH
 BUUIF3PDLMFJHI$PVOUSZ$MVCJO
/FX+FSTFZ.BUUJTBOBTTPDJBUFBU4JNQTPO
5IBDIFS#BSUMFUUJO/FX:PSL
8S\\WTS`;O BOBTTPDJBUFXJUI1BSLFS1PF
JO3BMFJHI SFDFJWFEUIFGJSN±T'SBODJT*
1BSLFS1SP#POP"XBSEGPSIFSQSPCPOPTFSWJDF
9ObS0S`ZWbhAV`]cbNBSSJFEB`OdWa
AQ]bbAV`]cb¸PO"VH 

7\;S[]`WO[
5IJTMJTUSFGMFDUTJOGPSNBUJPOSFDFJWFECZUIF%VLF
-BX"MVNOJBOE%FWFMPQNFOU0GGJDFCZ+VOF 
7JFXPCJUVBSJFTBU
eeeZOeRcYSSRc[OUOhW\S

>OcZ3aT]`[SaIBTKPJOFE.PSSJTPO
'PFSTUFSJO4BO'SBODJTDPBTBOBTTPDJBUFJO
UIFFOWJSPONFOUBOEFOFSHZHSPVQ
2O\WSZ4S`Uca]\IBTKPJOFE8FJM(PUTIBM
.BOHFTJO/FX:PSLBTBDPSQPSBUFBTTPDJBUF
;]\W_cS;Q<SZZWSIBTKPJOFE8FJM (PUTIBM
.BOHFTJO/FX:PSLBTBMJUJHBUJPOBTTPDJBUF
:]`W@cPW\IBTKPJOFE'PMFZ-BSEOFS
JO8BTIJOHUPO %$ BTBOBTTPDJBUF4IF
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